JOINT STUDY SESSION of the Environment and Land Use Committee
and the Zoning Board of Appeals
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County of Champaign, Urbana, Illinois
Thursday, June 30, 2022 - 6:30 p.m.
Shields-Carter Meeting Room
Brookens Administrative Center, 1776 E. Washington St., Urbana
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AGENDA
I.

Call to Order
A.
ELUC
B.
ZBA

II.

Roll Call
A.
ELUC
B.
ZBA

III.

Suspension of ZBA Bylaws

IV.

Approval of Agenda

V.

Public Participation

VI.

Discussion of authorization for a Public Hearing on Proposed Zoning Ordinance Text
Amendment to revise select wind farm ordinance sections as follows:
a.
Increase the minimum separation to principal structures to 3,250 feet to the nonparticipating property line

VII.

b.

Change the noise limit to 39dBA

c.

Add a noise limit of 80 dBC for infrasound

Adjournment

All meetings are at Brookens Administrative Center – 1776 E Washington Street in Urbana – unless otherwise noted. To enter
Brookens after 4:30 p.m., enter at the north (rear) entrance located off Lierman Avenue. Champaign County will generally, upon
request, provide appropriate aids and services leading to effective communication for qualified persons with disabilities. Please contact
Administrative Services, 217-384-3776, as soon as possible but no later than 48 hours before the scheduled meeting.

Champaign County
Department of

TO:

PLANNING &
ZONING

Brookens Administrative
Center

(217) 384-3708
zoningdept@co.champaign.il.us
www.co.champaign.il.us/zoning

FROM:

John Hall, Zoning Administrator
Susan Burgstrom, Senior Planner

DATE:

June 21, 2022

RE:

1776 E. Washington Street
Urbana, Illinois 61802

Environment and Land Use Committee and
Zoning Board of Appeals

Discussion of proposed Text Amendment to revise minimum
separations and noise limits for wind farms in the Zoning Ordinance

BACKGROUND
The ZBA took final action on Zoning Case 037-AT-22 at their meeting on Thursday,
May 26, 2022. During this meeting, they provided three statements as part of their
recommendation for denial of the height and setback proposed for wind farms:
21.

The ZBA is convinced that the existing minimum required separation to a
principal structure is inadequate and should be increased to at least 3,250 feet
from property lines.

22.

The ZBA is convinced that the existing Illinois Pollution Control Board noise
limit is inadequate and a noise limit of 39 dB(A) (audible) at the property line
would better protect Champaign County residents.

23.

The ZBA is convinced that the existing Illinois Pollution Control Board noise
limit is inadequate and a noise limit of 80dB (for infrasound) at the property
line would better protect Champaign County residents.

The purpose of this joint meeting of ELUC and the ZBA is to begin the discussion of
how the Zoning Ordinance might be amended to address the concerns of the ZBA
related to minimum separations and noise limits. Moving forward, ELUC and ZBA
will be asked to balance the rights of those who choose to participate in the wind
farms and those who do not.
3,250 FOOT RECOMMENDED SETBACK FROM PROPERTY LINES
The current Zoning Ordinance requirements for wind turbine setbacks are in Section
6.1.4 C. as follows:
1.

At least 1,000 feet separation from the exterior above-ground base of a WIND
FARM TOWER to any PARTICIPATING DWELLING OR PRINCIPAL
BUILDING provided that the noise level caused by the WIND FARM at the
particular building complies with the applicable Illinois Pollution Control
Board regulations.

2.

At least 1,200 feet separation from the exterior above-ground base of a WIND
FARM TOWER to any existing NON-PARTICIPATING DWELLING OR
PRINCIPAL BUILDING provided that the noise level caused by the WIND
FARM at the particular building complies with the applicable Illinois Pollution

Control Board regulations and provided that the separation distance meets or
exceeds any separation recommendations of the manufacturer of the wind
turbine used on the WIND FARM TOWER.
3.

The above separations may be reduced to a distance no less than 1.10 times the
total WIND FARM TOWER height (measured to the tip of the highest rotor
blade) upon submission of a PRIVATE WAIVER signed by the owner of said
DWELLING or BUILDING or adjacent property. The PRIVATE WAIVER
must specify the agreed minimum separation and specifically acknowledge that
the grantor accepts the resulting noise level caused by the WIND FARM.

4.

A separation distance equal to 1.10 times the total WIND FARM TOWER
height (measured to the tip of the highest rotor blade) from the exterior aboveground base of a WIND FARM TOWER to the nearest adjacent property line
for property that is also part of the WIND FARM County Board SPECIAL
USE Permit. This separation may be reduced upon submission of a PRIVATE
WAIVER signed by the owner of the adjacent property. The PRIVATE
WAIVER must specify the agreed minimum separation.

The origins of a 3,250 foot setback were two reports that were distributed to the ZBA by Brian
Armstrong, attorney with Luetkehans, Brady, Garner & Armstrong at the March 17, 2022 meeting:
• The Health Canada publication titled Wind Turbine Noise and Health Study: Summary of
Results published November 6, 2014 (Attachment A) was undertaken in two Canadian
provinces, Ontario and Prince Edward Island, and included responses from 1,283 households
in the vicinity of 18 wind turbine developments with a total of 399 wind turbines. The study
consisted of three primary components:
o An in-person questionnaire to randomly selected participants living at varying distances
from wind turbine installations regarding self-reported sleep; self-reported illnesses and
chronic diseases; self-reported stress; quality of life indicators; and annoyance. Wind
turbine noise exposure was not found to be associated with self-reported sleep quality or
with self-reported illnesses or self-reported stress or with any significant change in quality
of life. Annoyance towards several wind turbine features (i.e. noise, shadow flicker,
blinking lights, vibrations, and visual impacts) were statistically associated with
increasing levels of wind turbine noise.
o Collection of objectively measured outcomes that assessed hair cortisol, blood pressure,
and sleep quality. Exposure to wind turbine noise was not observed to be related to hair
cortisol concentrations, blood pressure, resting heart rate, or measured sleep.
o More than 4,000 hours of wind turbine noise measurement that supported the calculation
of wind turbine noise at the residences in the study. The 1,238 residences were grouped
into different categories of calculated outdoor A-weighted wind turbine noise levels of
less than 25 dB(A); 25 to <30 dB(A); 30 to <35 dB(A); 35 to < 40 dB(A); and greater than
40 dB(A) (but an inadequate sample size above 46 dB(A)). The report did not come to a
conclusion regarding a recommended distance from wind turbines.
•

Proposed minimum siting distances for Livingston County Wind Farms, undated, was
prepared by Schomer and Associates, Inc. (Attachment B). The paper is an analysis of
separation distances and calculated noise levels from existing wind turbines for the 1,283
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dwellings in the Health Canada publication titled Wind Turbine Noise and Health Study:
Summary of Results published November 6, 2014. The report divides the separations for 745
dwellings in the Health Canada study into nine separation categories from 1,500 feet to 3,750
feet. 493 dwellings in the Health Canada study were located further than 3,750 feet from a
turbine and those dwellings are not included in this analysis. The 745 dwellings in this
analysis were divided into 6 noise levels from 35 dB(A) to 40 dB(A). The report also included
the results of a study by Minnesota Department of Commerce regarding international wind
turbine noise limits for residences and the requirements of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI). The report concludes with a recommendation for a noise limit of 38 dB(A)
and a minimum separation of 3,250 feet.
Virtually all of the public testimony during the recent wind farm case claimed that the current setbacks
are insufficient and cause issues such as: adverse health impacts; annoyance due to noise, shadow
flicker from the blade rotation, and blinking lights; and inability to enjoy one’s entire property due to
these concerns.
A summary of public testimony from the Case 037-AT-22 hearing can be found in Attachment C.
No complaints have been received by P&Z Staff related to Champaign County’s only wind farm,
California Ridge, since its construction 10 years ago in the northeast part of the county.
P&Z Staff prepared a map (Attachment D) showing what areas of the county would be available for
wind farm development only taking into account if a distance of 3,250 feet was established between
turbines and the property lines of residential lots. There are few areas in the County that could be
developed as wind farms with that setback.
Attachment E includes 4 maps showing the existing California Ridge turbine locations. P&Z Staff
marked a red X on those turbines that would not have been built under the following conditions:
• At 39 dB(A), a separation distance of greater than 3,250 feet to non-participating dwellings
would have resulted in 11 of the 30 turbines being built.
• At 39 dB(A), a separation distance of greater than 3,250 feet to non-participating property
lines would have resulted in 6 of the 30 turbines being built.
• At 40 dB(A), a separation distance of 2,360 feet to non-participating dwellings would have
resulted in 16 of the 30 turbines being built.
• At 40 dB(A), a separation distance of 2,360 feet to non-participating property lines would
have resulted in 10 of the 30 turbines being built.
In the public hearing for Case 037-AT-22, testimony was received indicating that landowners who
are otherwise non-participating might be interested in receiving private waivers from a wind farm
company to allow a reduced separation distance to their property.
39 DB(A) NOISE LIMIT FOR AUDIBLE NOISE
The current Zoning Ordinance requirement for wind turbine noise is in Section 6.1.4 I. as follows:
1.

Noise levels from each WIND FARM TOWER or WIND FARM shall be in compliance with
the applicable Illinois Pollution Control Board (IPCB) regulations (35 Illinois Administrative
Code Subtitle H: Noise Parts 900, 901, 910).
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The IPCB regulations can be found in Attachment F. Testimony received during the recent public
hearings suggested that the IPCB regulations should not be used for wind turbines because these
regulations did not anticipate the complex nature of wind turbines that did not even exist when the
regulations were created.
Studies presented as part of testimony suggested that a high majority of people could avoid adverse
health impacts and annoyance if sound from turbines was limited to 39 dB(A) rather than IPCB’s
maximum limit of 51 dB(A). Dr. Paul Schomer, an acoustician from Champaign, Illinois, testified at
numerous public hearings that 39 dB(A) should be the maximum limit to avoid annoyance and health
impacts from wind turbine noise, and a distance of 3,250 feet would ensure that 39 dB(A) would not
be exceeded.
In a paper titled A possible criterion for wind farms from the 173rd Meeting of the Acoustical Society
of America in June 2017 (Attachment G), Dr. Schomer and Pranav Pamidighantam studied four
distinct methodologies for determining noise criterion for wind farms. In summary, the four sets of
data from these independent studies “result in criteria recommendations that are remarkably close to
one another, lending support to a 24-hour A-weighted Leq wind turbine noise criterion in or around
the range of 36-38 dB(A).” The report does not suggest a certain distance that would be associated
with that noise level range.
John Hall, Zoning Administrator, compiled a list of A-weighted decibel ratings (dB(A)) and
associated setbacks from testimony and studies received during the public hearings for Case 037-AT22. Only those citations that showed a noise level with associated setback were included. Also
included are modeled noise levels from the existing California Ridge wind farm turbines in
Champaign County.
Table Comparing Selected Wind Farm Tower Separations and Corresponding Wind
Farm Noise Case 037-AT-22
June 21, 2022
Separation
Source
Corresponding noise level
distance
1,217 feet
Turbine #22 California Ridge Wind 44.6 dB(A) modeled 1
Farm (Champaign County)
1,550 feet

Turbine #10 California Ridge Wind
Farm (Champaign County)

43.1 dB(A) modeled 1

1,665 feet2

Former Hartke residence in
Vermilion County

Exceeded IPCB limit during onsite
measurement in some situations;
43 dB(A) modeled1 in Vermilion
County California Ridge Wind Farm

1,900 feet

41.0 dB(A) modeled 1

2,500 feet

Turbine #23 California Ridge Wind
Farm (Champaign County)
Turbine #28 California Ridge Wind
Farm (Champaign County)
Health Canada study

2,580 feet

Ted Hartke handout of 3/31/22

2,360 feet
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40 dB(A) modeled 1
40 dB(A) modeled
(12.3% unprotected)
34 dB(A) “design level”

Separation
distance
2,750 feet
2,820 feet ±

(based on turbine noise of
102dB(A))
Source

(maximum of 39 dB(A); from
Steven Ambrose)
Corresponding noise level

Health Canada study

40 dB(A) modeled
(4.5% unprotected)
39 dB(A) modeled 1
(estimated)
40 dB(A) modeled
(.9% unprotected)
39 dB(A) modeled 1
(4.7% unprotected)
38 dB(A) modeled 1
(2.8% unprotected; based on data
from Health Canada study)
38 to 40 dB LAeq 3

3,000 feet

California Ridge Wind Farm
(Champaign County)
Health Canada study

3,000 feet

Health Canada study

3,250 feet

Dr. Paul Schomer recommendation
to Livingston County

1.25 miles 3
Notes

Dr. Jerry Punch PowerPoint 3

1. ”Modeled” means the noise level was the result of computer modeling.
2. The Hartke residence was also within 2,225 feet of a second wind turbine and within
3,147 feet of a third wind turbine and 3,454 feet of a fourth wind turbine.
3. In his PowerPoint slides Dr. Jerry Punch does not actually recommend any minimum
separation distance or any noise limit.
80 DB NOISE LIMIT FOR INFRASOUND
Infrasound is defined as sound with frequencies below 20 Hertz. IPCB regulations do not go below
31.5 Hertz, and therefore the Champaign County Zoning Ordinance does not regulate infrasound.
ZBA member Tom Anderson appreciated the handout titled Wind Turbine Noise: Effects on Human
Health by Jerry Punch that was distributed by Attorney Brian Armstrong at the March 17, 2022 ZBA
meeting (Attachment H). In particular, slide 32 stated: “Low-frequency noise levels are typically not
masked by wind or other noises and cannot be controlled effectively by barriers so that distance is the
only practical means of achieving acceptable noise levels.” Mr. Anderson made the motion to
recommend regulating for infrasound at a limit of 80 decibels, which was approved.
Testimony received during the recent public hearings suggested that infrasound can be measured and
should be regulated due to the adverse health impacts that some experience with this type of sound.
However, a study presented by Attorney Brian Armstrong at the March 17, 2022 ZBA meeting
concluded that limiting audible noise levels would be sufficient (Attachment I). A January 2017
paper in the journal Sound & Vibration titled Health Effects from Wind Turbine Low Frequency
Noise & Infrasound by authors George Hessler (George Hessler Associates, Inc., Haymarket VA),
Geoff Leventhall (consultant, Ashtead, Surrey, UK), Paul Schomer (Schomer and Associates, Inc.,
Champaign IL), and Bruce Walker (Channel Islands Acoustics, Camarillo, CA) concluded that
infrasound (0 to 20 Hz) can almost be ruled as a potential mechanism for stimulating motion sickness
symptoms but some additional research was recommended. Pending those results, the four authors
5

recommended that an acceptable A-weighted noise level is all that should be required. In the paper
the four authors also share their recommended noise limits for wind farms which are 35 to 39 dB(A)
(Schomer) and 40 dB(A) (Leventhall and Hessler with Hessler having a 45 dB(A) maximum) and
45dB(A) (Walker).
Further study is therefore needed to determine the desirable limit for infrasound noise.
ATTACHMENTS
A

Proposed minimum siting distances for Livingston County Wind Farms, prepared by Schomer
and Associates, Inc. (undated)

B

Wind Turbine Noise and Health Study: Summary of Results published by Health Canada on
November 6, 2014

C

Summary of public testimony from the Case 037-AT-22 public hearings

D

Map of 3,250 setback to property line of residential lots prepared by P&Z Staff on June 2,
2022

E

P&Z Staff markup of California Ridge wind turbines maps

F

Illinois Pollution Control Board noise regulations (35 IAC 901.102)

G

A possible criterion for wind farms from the 173rd Meeting of the Acoustical Society of
America, Dr. Schomer and Pranav Pamidighantam, June 2017

H

Wind Turbine Noise: Effects on Human Health presentation by Dr. Jerry Punch at Christian
County ZBA, June 23, 2020

I

Health Effects from Wind Turbine Low Frequency Noise & Infrasound by George Hessler
(George Hessler Associates, Inc., Haymarket VA), Geoff Leventhall (consultant, Ashtead,
Surrey, UK), Paul Schomer (Schomer and Associates, Inc., Champaign IL), and Bruce
Walker (Channel Islands Acoustics, Camarillo, CA), January 2017
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Proposed minimum siting
distances for Livingston County
Wind Farms
Schomer and Associates, Inc.

LBGA
EXHIBJT
6
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Health Canada Study
• 6 papers in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America special Issue on Wind

Turbine effects:
•
•
•
•
•

Wind turbine sound power measurem ents
Wind turbine sound pressure level calculations at dwellings
Exposure to wind turbine noise: Perceptual responses and reported health effects
Personal and situational variables associated with wind turbine noise annoyance
Self-repo rted and measured stress related responses associated with exposure to wind
turbine
noise
• Estimating annoyance to calculated wind turbine shadow flicker is improved w hen variables
associated with wind turbine noise exposure are considered

• 3 Papers in other journals
• "Self-reported and Objectively Measured Health Indicators among a Sample of Canadians Living
Vicinity of Industrial Wind Turbines: Social Survey and Sound Level Modelling Methodology." in within the
Noise News
Internation al
• "An assessment of quality of life using the WHOQOL-BREF among participants living in the
vicinity of wind
turbines.'' in Environmental Research
• "Effects of Wind Turbine Noise on Self-Reported and Objective" in Sleep
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Health Canada Study
• More than 20 on the exper t comm ittee with 5 com ing from the
intern ationa l comm unity; about 10 Ph.Os and 4 M.Ds
• Abou t 20 researchers named on the papers
• Comprehensive and thoro ugh with extensive credentials for all
involved parties
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Distribution of Health Canada Data, 1238 houses
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Only data above 40 dB(A) shown, 220 houses
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
SETBACKS

Kilometers

0.46

0.61

0.69

0.76

0.84

0.91

0.99

1.07

1.14

Feet

1500

2000

2250

2500

2750

3000

3250

3500

3750

40 dB(A)
39 dB(A)
38 dB(A)
37 dB(A)
36 dB(A)
35 dB(A)

I,
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With 1500 ft setback, 202 of 220 remain
18 protected
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
SETBACKS

Kilometers

0.46

0.61

0.69

0.76

0.84

0.91

0.99

1.07

1.14

Feet

1500

2000

2250

2500

2750

3000

3250

3500

3750

40 dB(A)
39 dB(A)
38 dB(A)

37 dB(A)
36 dB(A)

35 dB(A)

220
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With 2000 ft setback, 124 of 220 remain
96 protected
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
SETBACKS

Kilomete rs

0.46

0.61

0.69

0.76

0.84

0.91

0.99

1.07

1.14

Feet

1500

2000

2250

2500

2750

3000

3250

3500

3750

40 dB(A)

220

202

39 dB(A)
38 dB(A)
37 dB(A)
36 dB(A)
35 dB(A)
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With 2250 ft setback, 66 of 220 remain
154 protected
2250
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
SETBACKS

l<ilometers

0.46

0.61

0.69

0.76

0.84
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0.99

1.07

1.14
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220
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35 dB(A)
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With 2500 ft setback, 27 of 220 remain
193 protected
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
SETBACKS

Kilometers

0.46

0.61

0.69

0.76

0.84

0.91

0.99

1.07

1.14

Feet

1500
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3500
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124
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220
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37 dB(A)
36 dB{A)
35 dB{A)
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With 2750 ft setback, 10 of 220 remain
210 protected
2750
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
SETBACKS

Kilometer s

0.46
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With 3000 ft setback, 4 of 220 remain
216 protected
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
SETBACl<S

Kilometers

0.46

0.61

0.69

0.76

0.84

0.91

0.99

1.07

1.14

Feet

1500

2000

2250

2500

2750

3000

3250

3500

3750

202

124

66

27

10

40 dB(A)

220

39 dB(A)
38 dB(A)
37 dB(A)
36 dB(A)
35 dB(A)
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With 3250 ft setback, 2 of 220 remain
218 prote cted
3250
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
SETBACKS

Kilomete rs

0.46
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With 3500 ft setback, 0 of 220 remain
220 protected
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
SETBACKS

Kilometers

0.46

0.61

0.69

0.76

0.84

0.91

0.99

1.07

1.14
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Number of houses exceeding limit, 39 dB(A)
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Only data above 39 dB(A) shown, 335 houses
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
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Number of houses exceed ing limit, 35 dB(A)
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Only data above 39 dB(A) shown,745 houses
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback distance
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Number of houses exceeding limits per
setback dista nce
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dB(A) and Setbacl< Criterion
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M innesota Department of CommerceI 2011
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Example of Land use designations
• South Australia limit based on highest applicable:
Rural: 35 dB(A), or
• Non-rural: 40 dB(A), or
• 5 dB(A) above background measured as L90, 10 min
0

• Note: USA background measurement standards Includes the use of I-weighting when
bird and/or insect noise is a problem and substantially longer measurement times

II
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Recommended dB(A) limits, Health Canada
Study
• "Consistent with Pedersen et al. (2009), the increase in WTN
annoyance was clearly eviden t when moving from [30-35 ) dB to [3540) dB, where the prevalence of WTN annoyance increased from 1%
to 10%. This continu ed to increase to 13.7% for areas where WTN
levels were [40-46 ] dB. The prevalence of WTN annoyance was
higher outdoo rs, during the summer, and during evening and
nightti me hours. Pedersen et al. (2009) also found that annoyance
with WTN was greate r outdoo rs compared to indoors."
• The limit should be around 5-6% Highly annoyed (FAA, DoD)
• The dB{A) limit based upon Health Canada data should be betwee n
36-39 dB(A)
11
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ANSI S 12.9 Part 4
• Basic Limit: 55 DNL
• Quiet Rural areas: -10 dB(A); so 55-10= 45 DNL
• 45 DNL is 35-39 dB(A) at night
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Reco mme nded dB(A) limit and corre spon ding
setb ack
• Based on the M innesota report, ANSI S 12.9 Part 4, and the Health
Canada Study, I recom mend t hat the dB(A) limit should be 38 dB(A)
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Environmental and Workplace Health

Background and Rationale
The Government of Canada is committed to protecting the health and well-being of Canadians.
Jurisdiction for the regulation of noise is shared across many levels of government in Canada. Health
Canada's mandate with respect to wind power includes providing science-based advice, upon request, to
federal departments, provinces, territories and other stakeholders on the potential impacts of wind
turbine noise (WTN) on community health and well-being. Provinces and territories, through the
legislation they have enacted, make decisions in relation to areas including installation, placement,
sound levels and mitigation measures for wind turbines.
Globally, wind energy is relied upon as an alternative source of renewable energy. In Canada wind
energy capacity has grown from approximately 137 Megawatts (MW) in 2000 to just over 8.5 Gigawatts
(GW) in 2014 (CANWEA, 2014). At the same time, there has been concern from some Canadians living
within the vicinity of wind turbine installations that their health and well-being are negatively affected
from exposure to WTN.
The scientific evidence base in relation to WTN exposure and health is limited, which includes
uncertainty as to whether or not low frequency noise (LFN) and infrasound from wind turbines
contributes to the observed community response and potential health impacts. Studies that are available
differ in many important areas including methodological design, the evaluated health effects, and
strength of the conclusions offered.
In July 2012, Health Canada announced its intention to undertake a large scale epidemiology study in
collaboration with Statistics Canada (Statistics Canada Official Title: Community Noise and Health
Study). The study was launched to support a broader evidence base on which to provide federal advice
and in acknowledgement of the community health concerns expressed in relation to wind turbines.

Research Objectives and Methodology
The objectives of the study were to:
• Investigate the prevalence of health effects or health indicators among a sample of Canadians
exposed to WTN using both self-reported and objectively measured health outcomes;
• Apply statistical modeling in order to derive exposure response relationships between WTN levels
and self-reported and objectively measured health outcomes; and,
• Investigate the contribution of LFN and infrasound from wind turbines as a potential contributing
factor towards adverse community reaction.
The study was undertaken in two Canadian provinces, Ontario (ON) and Prince Edward Island (PEI),
where there were a sufficient number of homes within the vicinity of wind turbine installations. The
study consisted of three primary components: an in-person questionnaire, administered by Statistics
Canada to randomly selected participants living at varying distanc�s from wind turbine installations;
http://www. h c-sc. gc. ca/ewh-sem tin oise-bruit/tu rbine-eol i en n es/summary-resume-en g. ph p
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collection of objectively measured outcomes that assess hair cortisol, blood pressure and sleep quality;
and, more than 4000 hours of WTN measurements conducted by Health Canada to support the
calculation of WTN levels at residences captured in the study scope. To support the assessment and
reporting of data, and permit comparisons to other studies, residences were grouped into different
categories of calculated outdoor A-weighted WTN levels as follows: less than 25 dB; 25-<30dB; 30<35dB; 35-<40dB; and greater than or equal to 40 dBi.
Detailed information on Health Canada's Wind Turbine Noise and Health Study methodology, including
the 60-day public consultation and peer review process is available on the Health Canada website. The
detailed methodology for the study is also available in the peer reviewed literature (Michaud et al., Noise
News International, 21(4): 14-23, 2013).

Preliminary Research findingsl
Health Canada has completed its preliminary analysis of the data obtained. Research findings are
presented below in accordance with the study component in which they were obtained i.e. in-person,
self-report questionnaire findings, objectively measured responses, and noise measurements and
calculations. As with other studies of this nature, a number of limitations and considerations apply to the
study findings including:
• results may not be generalized to areas beyond the sample as the wind turbine locations in this
study were not randomly selected from all possible sites operating in Canada;
• results do not permit any conclusions about causality; and,
• results should be considered in the context of all published peer-reviewed literature on the
subject.

A. Study Population and Participation
The study locations were drawn from areas in ON and PEI where there were a sufficient number of
homes within the vicinity of wind turbine installations. Twelve (12) and six wind turbine developments
were sampled in ON and PEI, representing 315 and 84 wind turbines respectively. All potential homes
within approximately 600 m of a wind turbine were selected, as well as a random selection of homes
between 600 m and 10 km. From these, one person between the ages of 18 and 79 years from each
household was randomly selected to participate.
The final sample size consisted of 2004 potential households. Of the 2004 locations sampled, 1570 were
found to be valid dwellingsJ of which a total of 1238 households with similar demographics.1 participated,
resulting in an overall participation rate of 78.9%. Participation rate was similar regardless of one's
proximity to wind turbines and equally high in both provinces. The high response rates in this study help
to reduce, but not eliminate, non-response bias2.

B. Self-Reported Questionnaire Results
Results are presented in relation to WTN levels. For findings related to WTN annoyance, results are also
provided in relation to distance to allow for comparisons with other studies. WTN is a more sensitive
measure of exposure level and allows for consideration of topography, wind turbine characteristics and
the number of wind turbines at any given distance. To illustrate, two similar homes may exist in similar
environments located at the same distance from the nearest turbine operating in areas with 1 small and
75 large wind turbines respectively. These homes would be treated the same if the analysis was
conducted using only distance to the nearest wind turbine, however they would be completely different
in terms of their WTN exposure levels.

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,'
'
hitp ://www.h c-sc.g c .ca/ewh-semt/n oise-bruit/turbine-eol ien nes/summary-resum e-eng.php
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: The following were not found to be associated with WTN exposure:

'

• self-reported sleep (e.g., general disturbance, use of sleep medication, diagnosed sleep
disorders);
• self-reported illnesses (e.g., dizziness, tinnitus, prevalence of frequent migraines and headaches)
and chronic health conditions (e.g., heart disease, high blood pressure and diabetes); and
• self-reported perceived stress and quality of life.
i While some individuals reported some of the health conditions above, the prevalence was not found to
; change in relation to W TN levels.

''

► - -------- - ---------------------- --------------------------- - ------------------------------------------------------

1. Self-reported Sleep
Long-term sleep disturbance can have adverse impacts on health and disturbed sleep is one of the more
commonly reported complaints documented in the community noise literature. Self-reported sleep
disturbance has been shown in some, but not all, studies to be related to exposure to wind turbines.
The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index ( PSQI) is a frequently used questionnaire for providing a validated
measure of reported sleep pathology where scores can range from 0-21 and a global score of greater
than 5 is considered to reflect poor sleep quality. The PSQI was administered as part of the overall
questionnaire, which was supplemented with questions about the use of sleep medication, prevalence of
sleep disorders diagnosed by a healthcare professional and how sleep disturbed people were in general
over the last year.
Results of self-reported measures of sleep, that relate to aspects including, but not limited to general
disturbance, use of sleep medication, diagnosed sleep disorders and scores on the PSQI, did not support
an association between sleep quality and WTN levels.
2. Self-reported Illnesses and Chronic Diseases
Self-reports of having been diagnosed with a number of health conditions were not found to be
associated with exposure to WTN levels. These conditions included, but were not limited to chronic pain,
high blood pressure, diabetes, heart disease, dizziness, migraines, ringing, buzzing or whistling sounds
in the ear (i.e., tinnitus).
3. Self-reported Stress
Exposure to stressors and how people cope with these stressors has long been considered by health
professionals to represent a potential risk factor to health, particularly to cardiovascular health and
mental well-being. The Perceived Stress Scale is a validated questionnaire that provides an assessment
of the degree to which situations in one's life are appraised as stressful.
Self-reported stress, as measured by scores on the Perceived Stress Scale, was not found to be related
to exposure to WTN levels.
4. Quality of Life
Impact on quality of life was assessed through the abbreviated version of the World Health
Organization's Quality of Life scale; a validated questionnaire that has been used extensively in social
studies to assess quality of life across the following four domains: Physical; Environmental; Social and
Psychologica I.
Exposure to WTN was not found to be associated with any significant changes in reported quality of life
http://www. he-sc. g c. ca/ewh-sem t/noise-b ruit/turb ine-eo Iiennes/summary-resume-eng. ph p
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for any of the four domains, nor with overall quality of life and satisfaction with health.
r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ - -----1

'
'

The following was found to be statistically associated with increasing levels of WTN:
• annoyance towards several wind turbine features (i.e. noise, shadow flicker, blin king lights,
vibrations, and visual impacts).
5 Annoyance
5. 1 Community Annoyance as a Measure of Well-being
The questionnaire, administered by Statistics Canada, included themes that were intended to capture
both the participants' perceptions of wind turbines and reported prevalence of effects related to health
and well-being. In this regard, one of the most widely studied responses to environmental noise is
community annoyance. There has been more than 50 years of social and socio-acoustical research
related to the impact that noise has on community annoyance. Studies have consistently shown that an
increase in noise level was associated with an increase in the percentage of the community indicating
that they are "highly annoyed" on social surveys. The literature shows that in comparison to the
scientific literature on noise annoyance to transportation noise sources such as rail or road traffic,
community annoyance with WTN begins at a lower sound level and increases more rapidly with
increasing WTN.
Annoyance is defined as a long-term response (approximately 12 months) of being "very or extremely
annoyed" as determined by means of surveys. Reference to the last year or so is intended to distinguish
a long term response from one's annoyance on any given day. The relationship between noise and
community annoyance is stronger than any other self-reported measure, including complaints and
reported sleep disturbance.

5.2 Community Annoyance Findings
Statistically significant exposure-response relationships were found between increasing WTN levels and
the prevalence of reporting high annoyance. These associations were found with annoyance due to
noise, vibrations, blinking lights, shadow and visual impacts from wind turbines. In all cases, annoyance
increased with increasing exposure to WTN levels.
The following additional findings in relation to WTN annoyance were obtained:
• At the highest WTN levels (;:,>: 40 dBA in both provinces), the following percentages of respondents
were highly annoyed by wind turbine noise: ON-16.5%; PEI-6.3%. While overall a similar pattern
of response was observed, the prevalence of WTN annoyance was 3.29 times higher in ON versus
PEI (95% confidence interval, 1.47 - 8.68).
• A statistically significant increase in annoyance was found when WTN levels exceeded 35 dBA.
• Reported WTN annoyance was statistically higher in the summer, outdoors and during evening and
night time.
• Community annoyance was observed to drop at distances between 1-2km in ON, compared to PEI
where almost all of the participants who were highly annoyed by WTN lived within 550m of a wind
turbine. Investigating the reasons for provincial differences is outside the scope of the current
study.
• WTN annoyance significantly dropped in areas where calculated nighttime bac kground noise
http://www. h c-sc. gc. ca/ewh-sem tin oise-bruititu rbine-eo Iien nes/summary-resume-en g. php
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exceeded WTN by 10dB or more.
• Annoyance was significantly lower among the 110 participants who received personal benefit,
which could include rent, payments or other indirect benefits of having wind turbines in the area
e.g., community improvements. However, there were other factors that were found to be more
strongly associated with annoyance, such as the visual appearance, concern for physical safety
due to the presence of wind turbines and reporting to be sensitive to noise in general.
5.3 Annoyance and Health
• WTN annoyance was found to be statistically related to several self-reported health effects
including, but not limited to, blood pressure, migraines, tinnitus, dizziness, scores on the PSQI,
and perceived stress.
• WTN annoyance was found to be statistically related to measured hair cortisol, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure.
• The above associations for self-reported and measured health endpoints were not dependent on
the particular levels of noise, or particular distances from the turbines, and were also observed in
many cases for road traffic noise annoyance.
• Although Health Canada has no way of knowing whether these conditions may have either pre
dated, and/or are possibly exacerbated by, exposure to wind turbines, the findings support a
potential link between long term high annoyance and health.
• Findings suggest that health and well-being effects may be partially related to activities that
influence community annoyance, over and above exposure to wind turbines.

C. Objectively Measured Results
Objectively measured health outcomes were found to be consistent and statistically related to
corresponding self-reported results. WTN was not observed to be related to hair cortisol concentrations,
blood pressure, resting heart rate or measured sleep (e.g., sleep latency, awakenings, sleep efficiency)
following the application of multiple regression models§..
1. Measures Associated with Stress
Hair cortisol, blood pressure and resting heart rate measures were applied in addition to the Perceived
Stress Scale to provide a more complete assessment of the possibility that exposure to WTN may be
associated with physiological changes that are known to be related to stress.
Cortisol is a well-establish biomarker of stress, which is traditionally measured from blood and/or saliva.
However, measures from blood and saliva reflect short term fluctuations in cortisol and are influenced by
many variables including time of day, food consumption, body position, brief stress, etc., that are very
difficult to control for in an epidemiology study. To a large extent, such concerns are eliminated through
measurement of cortisol in hair samples as cortisol incorporates into hair as it grows. With a predictable
average growth rate of 1 cm per month, measurement of cortisol in hair makes it possible to
retrospectively examine months of stressor exposure. Therefore cortisol is particularly useful in
evaluating the potential impact that long term exposure to WTN has on one of the primary biomarkers
linked to stress.
The results from multiple linear regression analysis reveal consistency between hair cortisol
concentrations and scores on the Perceived Stress Scale (i.e., higher scores on this scale were
associated with higher concentrations of hair cortisol) with neither measure found to be significantly
affected by exposure to WTN. Similarly, while self-reported high blood pressure (hypertension) was
http://www. hc-sc, g c, ca/ewh-semt/noise-b ruit/turbi ne-eo Iiennes/sum m ary-resume-eng. p h p
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associated with higher meas ured blood press ure, no statistically significant association was observed
between measu red blood pressure, or resting heart rate, and WTN exposure.
2. Sleep Quality
Sleep was meas ured using the Actiwatch2™, which is a compact wrist-worn activity monitor that
resembles a watch. This device has advanced sensing capabilities to accurately and objectively measure
activity and sleep information over a period of several days. This device is considered to be a reliable
and valid method of assessing sleep in non-clinical sit uations. The following measured sleep impacts
were considered: sleep latency (how long it took to fall asleep); wake time after sleep onset (the total
d u ration of awa kenings); total sleep time; the rate of awakening bouts (calculates how many
awa kenings occ ur as a function of time spent in bed); and sleep efficiency (total sleep time divided by
time in bed).
Sleep efficiency is especially important beca use it provides a good indication of overall sleep quality.
Sleep efficiency was found to very high at 85% and statistically influenced by gen der, body mass i n dex
(BMI), ed ucation and caffeine consumption.
The rates of awakening bouts, total sleep time or sleep latency were further fou n d in some cases to be
related to: age, marital status, closing bedroom windows, BMI, physical pain, having a stand -alone air
conditioner in the bedroom, self-reports of restless leg synd rome and being highly annoyed by the
blin king lights on wind turbines.
While it can be seen that many variables had a significant impact on measured sleep, calc ulated outdoor
WTN levels near the participants' home was not found to be associated with sleep efficie ncy, the rate of
awakenings, d uration of awakenings, total sleep time, or how long it too k to fall asleep.

D. Wind Turb ine Noise Measures Results
Note - To suppor t a greater understanding of the concepts included in this section, Health Canada has
developed a shor t Primer on Noise.
Scientists that study the community response to noise typically measure different sounds levels with a
unit called the A-weighted decibel (dBA). The A-weighting reflects how people respond to the lou dness of
common sounds; that is, it places less importance on the frequencies to which the ear is less sensitive .
For most community noise sou rces this is an acceptable practice. However, when a sou rce contains a
significant amount of low frequencies, an A-weighted filter may not f u lly reflect the intrusiveness or the
effect that the sound may have (e.g. annoyance). In these cases, the use of a C-weighted filter (dBC)
may be more appropriate because it is similar to the A-weighting except that it i ncludes more of the
contribution from the lower frequencies than the A-weighted filter.
1. A- Weigh ted
More than 4000 hours of WTN measurements conducted by Health Canada su pported the calculations of
A-weighted WTN levels at all 1238 homes captured in the study sample.
• Calc ulated outdoor A-weighted WTN levels for the homes participating in the stu d y reached 46
dBA for wind speeds of 8m/s . This approach is the most appropriate to q uantify the potential
adverse effects of WTN. The calculated WTN levels a re likely to be represe ntative of yearly
averages with an uncertainty of about +/- SdB and therefore can be co mpared to World Health
Organization (W HO) guidelines. The W H O identifies an annual o utdoor night time ave rage of 40
dBA as the level below which no health effects associated with sleep disturbance are expected to
occ ur even among the most vulnerable people (WHO (2009) Nigh t Noise Guidelines for Europe).
2. Low Frequency Noise
http://www. hc-sc. g c.ca/ewh-semt/noise-bru it/turbine-eol ien n es/summary-resume-eng, php
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Wind turbines emit LFN, which can enter the home with little or no red uction in energy potentially
resulti ng in rattles in light weight structures and a n noyance. Although the limits of LFN are not fixed, it
generally includes frequencies from between 2 0 Hz and 200 Hz. C-weighted sou nd levels ca n be a better
indicator of LFN i n comparison to A-weighted levels, and were calc ulated in order to assess the potential
LFN impacts.
• Calculated outdoor dBC levels for homes ranged from 24 dBC and reached 63 dBC .
" Three (3)% of the homes were fo u nd to exceed 6 0 dBCl.
• No additional be nefit was observed in assessing LFN because C- and A-weighted levels were so
highly correlated (r = 0 .94) that they essentially provided the same information. It was therefore
not surprisi ng that the relationship between an noyance and WTN levels was predicted with eq ual
strength using dBC or dBA and that there was no association found between dBC levels a nd any of
the self-reported illnesses or chro nic health co nditions assessed (e.g., migrai nes, ti n nitus, high
blood pressure, etc.)
• Sound pressure levels were fou nd to be below the recommended thresholds for red ucing
perceptible rattle and the a n noyance that rattle may cause.
As LFN is generally co nsidered to be an i ndoor noise problem, it was of interest to better u nderstand
how much outdoor LFN makes its way i nto the home.
• At a selectio n of representative homes, Health Canada measureme nts showed an average of 14dB
of outdoor WTN is blocked from e ntering a home at low frequencies (16 Hz - 100 Hz) with closed
wi ndows compared to an average reductio n of 1 0dB with windows partially open.
3. Infrasound
Lo ng-term meas ureme nts over a period of 1 year were also conducted in relation to infrasou nd levels .
• Infraso u nd from wind turbines could sometimes be measured at distances up to 1 0 km from the
wind turbines, but was in many cases below backgrou nd infrasou nd levels.
• The levels were fou nd to decrease with increasing distance from the wind turbine at a rate of 3dB
per doubling of distance beyond 1 km, dow nwind from a wi nd turbine.
• The levels of infrasou nd measured near the base of the turbine were aro u nd the threshold of
audibility that has been reported for about 1 % of people that have the most sensitive hearing.
Due to the large volume of aco ustical data, includi ng that related to infrasou nd, a nalysis will conti n ue
over subsequent months with additio nal results being released at the earliest opport u n ity throughout
2015.

Data Avai!abiUty and Application
Detailed descriptions of the above results will be submitted for peer review with open access in scientific
jour nals a nd should only be considered final following publicat io n. All publications by Health Ca nada
related to the study will be identified on the Health Canada website.
Raw data origi nating from the study is available to Canadians, other jurisdictions a nd interested parties
through a n umber of sources : Statistics Canada Federal Research Data Centres, the Health Canada
website (noise data), open access to p ublicatio ns i n scientific jour nals and conference presentations.
Plain la nguage abstracts outlining the research and identifying the scientific jour nals where papers ca n
be fou nd will further be p ublished to the Departme ntal website.
Health Ca nada's Wind Turbine Noise a nd Health Study included both self-reported a nd physically
measured health effects as together they provide a more complete overall assessment of the potential
impact that exposure to wind turbines may have o n health a nd well-being.
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Study results will support decision makers by strengthening the peer-reviewed scientific evidence base
that supports decisions, advice and policies regarding wind turbine development proposals, installations
and operations. The data obtained will also contribute to the g lobal knowledge of the relationship
between WTN and health.
1

Categories a re m u tually excl u sive, O n l y s i x out of 1 238 dwellings i n the study were a bove 45dBA; an i n a dequate
sample size to create a n a d d i t i o n a l category,

z

A m o re deta iled p resenta tion of th e resu lts will be submitted fo r p u b l i cati o n in scientific j o u rn a ls . Res u lts s h o u l d o n ly
be considered fi n a l following peer-review a n d p u b l i cati o n in the scien tific l iterature.

}

434 were not valid dwel l i n g s ; u po n visiting th e a d d ress Statistics Ca n a d a noted that th e location was either
demolished fo r u n known reasons, u n der constru ctio n , vacant for u n known reasons, a n u n occupied seasonal dwel l i n g ,
resi dents were o utside t h e eligible age ra nge, o r n ot a h o m e at a l l ,

1

Some m i n o r d ifferences were fou n d with respect to a g e , em ployment, type of h o m e a n d h o m e o w n e rs h i p .

2

N o n - response b i a s may be a problem depending upon the extent to w h i c h n o n p a rticipati o n is associated with the
exposure o f i n terest ( i n this case wi nd turb i n e expos ure). This study did not i n cl u d e a n o n -response s u rvey, h owever
refu s i n g to parti cipate was not rel ated to the d ista nce b etween the resident a n d th e n ea rest w i n d tu r b i n e .

§

This type of a n a lysis identifies the p e rso n a l a n d situati o n a l varia b l es that best explain the va riation observed in the
obj ecti ve meas u res after a dj usti n g fo r all variables that a re known to have an i n fl u e n ce o n the effects b e i n g
assessed .

z

For s o u rces that o perate at n i g ht in rural e n v i ron ments, a d B C l i mit somewh ere between 60 d BC a n d 65 d BC h a s
been recommen ded to m i n i m ize co m m u nity co m p l a i nts/ a n n oya n ce associ ated with LFN, S e e d iscussion i n Broner
( 2 0 1 1 ) . A simple o utdo o r criteri o n for assessm e n t of low frequency n o ise emiss i o n , Acoustics Austra l i a Vol 39, Issue
1, pp 7 - 1 4 ,
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(1)

The following is a summary of communications received prior to the March 17, 2022 ZBA public
hearing for this case:
a.
In an email received March 16, 2022, Shannon Reel asked for clarification on several
questions related to the proposed wind farm ordinance revisions. She expressed concerns
about ensuring her entire property, not just her residence, would not be infringed upon by
insufficient setback from turbines. She also mentioned noise, lights, vibrations, and ice
shed. She would like a setback that is 6 times the total height for non-participatory
property lines. She would like a moratorium of 18 months on special use wind farm
applications in Champaign County.
b.

In an email received March 16, 2022, Jennifer Eisenmenger said that she is opposed to
industrial wind farms. She said wind Farms are invasive to wild places, damaging to
animals and humans, and require so much fossil fuel in the manufacturing, transportation,
maintenance, and disposal that they actually do little to offset it's usage. She is against
unlimited heights on wind turbines, and in favor of significantly increased setbacks from
households. She asked that consideration be given to what happens (as illustrated in
Douglas County) when wind farms go out of business, leaving counties and land owners
with the health and safety issues that come with deteriorating turbines.

c.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Benjamin Rice said he is opposed to having no
height restrictions and also to the setback being measured from his home and not his
property line. He said his yard would be unenjoyable due to noise and it could be
dangerous for his family.

d.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Heidi Leerkamp said she is opposed to all changes
which increase the height allowed for wind turbines or lessen setbacks from nonparticipating property or dwellings. She said a wind farm project might be considered a
win for economic development but would be a long term drain on the health and welfare of
our county. She said these projects greatly impact their daily quality of life and enjoyment
of their home property. They negatively affect their ability to operate their family farm as
well as the values of their home and farm properties. She mentioned negative impacts on
area infrastructure and little benefit for local jobs related to the wind farms. She said that
both physical and mental health are negatively impacted by living under and around
moving structures of an unprecedented size. She expressed concern about
decommissioning of the wind turbines. She asked that no more wind projects be approved
in our area and no increases be made to the current wind turbine height limits, and no
decreases to the turbine setback limits be made.

e.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Justin Leerkamp said that he is against any increase
above the current height restriction on wind turbines. He said that further and larger
setbacks from property lines, not just occupied dwellings would be welcome, but increases
in height will only add to further problems for rural residences, and property values for
rural homes. He expressed concern about the decommissioning of wind turbines. He said
his biggest objections to increasing height is both noise and shadows from the blades, both
during the day and from the lighting systems at night bouncing off the blades. He said he
supports the use of new lighting systems that are activated when aircraft are near, but
questions how effective this will be when areas south east of Willard airport are in the ILS
path of its runways.
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f.

In an email received March 17, 2022, David Happ said he supports adding the ADLS
lighting requirements to the ordinance. He said he does not support increases to maximum
height of the turbines. He said that Champaign County should change their ordinance to
specify a separation distance of 3,250 feet from any residence, and one-half mile from any
property line, and he does not think a property owner should be allowed to waive these
requirements. He said that increasing the maximum tower height and supporting lower
separation distances, is exactly the opposite of what people who have lived near windfarms
in the past have asked for.

g.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Todd Horton said that there is insufficient concern to
remedy shadow flicker in the Zoning Ordinance.

h.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Darrel and Regina Rice said it makes no sense to
them to take ground in this part of the country out of production for a wind farm. They
don't want to see it, hear it, farm around it, and they don't want it near their homes or on
their land. They asked for reasonable height limits on the turbines, and to increase the
setbacks beyond what is currently being considered.

i.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Donald Carter expressed concern about health
impacts due to insufficient setbacks and noise from the turbines. He is concerned about
decreased property values due to wind farms, infrastructure damage and harm to
productivity of farm ground where turbines are located, and with ongoing maintenance of
turbines as deterioration had been experienced in other nearby windfarms.
In an email received March 17, 2022, Cary and Pam Leerkamp said they have concerns
about decreasing property values and asked that the ZBA consider the welfare of county
residents.

j.

k.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Traci Bosch had concerns about Carle hospital
helicopter safety as they maneuver around turbines. She is concerned about her water
supply, noise, rural infrastructure during and after construction of the turbines, and
permanent scarring of the soil and roads due to turbine construction. She asked for
consideration of rural taxpayers and decreasing property values.

l.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Brandon and Sarah Hastings said they are opposed
to having no height restriction on wind turbines. They expressed concern about debris
being thrown from turbines, health issues caused by turbines, potential impacts on internet
service, reduced property values, damage to fields and drainage tile, and how fee revenues
from turbine projects would be used by the County.

m.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Michelle and Scott Wiesbrook said they had
concerns about traffic during wind farm construction, having an unlimited height for wind
turbines, noise, flicker, vibration, constructing wind farms on productive farmland, and
decommissioning the turbines.

n.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Lynn Rice said the proposed unlimited height and
short setback restrictions being proposed at tonight’s meeting should be denied. She
mentioned adverse health and sleep effects due to proximity to wind turbines, and said
they should have a maximum height of 500 feet and minimum setback of 1.25 miles from
homes.
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o.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Josh Kamerer asked what would be done to alleviate
any broadband/internet service interruptions as many have school age children who depend
on internet access.

p.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Steven Herriott said that wind turbines are a blight
on our beautiful countryside. He said turbine companies should be held to standards of
fixing the roads they destroy.

q.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Tiffany Byrne said she had concerns about health
impacts due to proximity to wind turbines. She also mentioned impacts on wildlife and
livestock. She asked that the height limit not exceed the current 500 feet and that homes
should be at least 1.25 miles away from wind turbines.

r.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Adam Watson said that he is in complete opposition
of changing the wind tower height limit to unlimited and changing the setbacks.

s.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Natalie Thomas said she had concerns about noise
from the turbines, having sufficient setbacks from the turbines, impacts on area
communities, sleep deprivation and other health issues, travel safety and making sure
roads are in good repair, decommissioning of wind turbines, impacts on wildlife, and
public welfare.

t.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Jan Niccum said that she had concerns about
decommissioning, road conditions, financial benefits to local communities from the wind
farms, and reducing flicker and hum from the turbines.

u.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Aaron Fenter said he had concerns about unlimited
height and insufficient setbacks from wind turbines. He said the zoning department has a
responsibility to the many rural residents to not allow anything that would detract from
their quality of life, their comfort in their homes or the value of their properties.

v.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Kate Boyer said she opposes wind farms, especially
due to concerns with her health and that of her children. She said noise and flickering are
major triggers for her seizures and for her children’s autistic episodes, and living in the
peaceful country has improved their health.

w.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Stephen Smith said he opposes putting a wind farm
in the area. He expressed concerns about road conditions, damaged field tiles, the hazard
of wind turbines to agricultural air applications of seeds and chemicals, noise, strobe
effect/lighting, blade breakage, and traffic increases from turbine construction.

x.

In an email received March 17, 2022, Jennifer Miller, DVM, said she had concerns about
the impacts of wind farms on livestock. She said that chronic stress may impact egg laying,
rate of gain, milk production, fertility and stereotypies (cribbing and weaving). She said
this can impact families raising the livestock. She asked for consideration of setback to
property lines and not just to homes, and for noise levels below 39 decibels. She would
like the height capped at 500 feet.
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(2)

The following is a summary of testimony received at the March 17, 2022 ZBA public hearing for
this case:
a.
Stephen Smith stated that he is against putting wind farms in and has several concerns:
roads being destroyed during wind farm construction and not being repaired after, broken
drainage tiles that are not always repaired, the hazard of wind turbines to agricultural air
applications of seeds and chemicals, noise, turbine blade breakage, shadow flicker, and
ice/snow shed. He said the turbines should be set back farther and setback should be
measured from the property line.
b.

William Boyer spoke on behalf of his mother, Kate Boyer. He said they have health
concerns related to the wind turbines. She suffers from temporal lobe epilepsy, and several
of her children are on the autism spectrum. One of the main reasons they purchased an
isolated country house was to bring relief to their health. Noise and flickering lights are
major triggers for both her epileptic seizures and her children's autistic episodes. She said
moving to the peaceful country was such an amazing transformation of mental and
physical health. She asked that the County not allow wind turbines in the area.

c.

Dirk Rice said that the setback for non-participating residences should be at least twice
that of participating residences. He spoke in favor of the Aircraft Detection Lighting
System. He recommended against the proposed setbacks and said the turbines need to be
much farther away from residences.

d.

Sarah Hastings said she opposed the unlimited height restriction. She provided articles,
one of which said that a 300-foot wind turbine could throw debris 1,200 feet. She said that
another article stated that wind turbines can cause health issues and interfere with radio,
TV, satellite and radar signals. She also expressed concern about decreased property
values.

e.

Kirk Allen said he was with Edgar County Watchdogs, expressed concern about property
rights, and how the Zoning Act in the Illinois County Code stipulates the “authority to
regulate and restrict location and use of structures for the purpose of promoting the public
health, safety, morals, comfort, general welfare, conserving the value of property
throughout the County.” He suggested that the Board review Zoning Ordinances from
Christian County and Edgar County.

f.

Brian Armstrong, Attorney with the firm of Luetkehans, Brady, Garner & Armstrong, said
he was speaking on behalf of numerous people in the audience and some who could not
attend the meeting. He expressed concerns about noise, the insufficient setbacks proposed,
and how turbine height should have a limit. He provided eight exhibits for the Board. He
provided data from noise analyses done by Dr. Paul Schomer, acoustician. He encouraged
the Board to adopt a setback of no less than 3,250 feet from a wind turbine. The following
is a synopsis of those exhibits:
(a)
Exhibit 1 was a publication by Health Canada (the department of the Government
of Canada responsible for health policy) titled Wind Turbine Noise and Health
Study: Summary of Results published 11/6/2014. The study was undertaken in two
Canadian provinces, Ontario and Prince Edward Island, and included responses
from 1,283 households in the vicinity of 18 wind turbine developments with a total
of 399 wind turbines. The study consisted of three primary components which were
as follows and with the following results:
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i.

An in-person questionnaire to randomly selected participants living at
varying distances from wind turbine installations regarding self-reported
sleep; self-reported illnesses and chronic diseases; self-reported stress;
quality of life indicators; and annoyance. Wind turbine noise exposure was
not found to be associated with self-reported sleep quality or with selfreported illnesses or self-reported stress or with any significant change in
quality of life. Annoyance towards several wind turbine features (i.e. noise,
shadow flicker, blinking lights, vibrations, and visual impacts) were
statistically associated with increasing levels of wind turbine noise

ii.

Collection of objectively measured outcomes that assessed hair cortisol,
blood pressure, and sleep quality. Exposure to wind turbine noise was not
observed to be related to hair cortisol concentrations, blood pressure, resting
heart rate, or measured sleep.

iii.

More than 4,000 hours of wind turbine noise measurement that supported
the calculation of wind turbine noise at the residences in the study. The
1,283 residences were grouped into different categories of calculated
outdoor A-weighted wind turbine noise levels of less than 25 dBA; 25 to
<30DBA; 30 to <35dBA; 35 to < 40 dBA; and greater than 40dBA (but an
inadequate sample size above 46dBA).

(b)

Exhibit 2 was a January 2017 paper in the journal Sound & Vibration titled Health
Effects from Wind Turbine Low Frequency Noise & Infrasound by authors George
Hessler (George Hessler Associates, Inc., Haymarket VA), Geoff Leventhall
(consultant, Ashtead, Surrey, UK), Paul Schomer (Schomer and Associates, Inc.,
Champaign IL), and Bruce Walker (Channel Islands Acoustics, Camarillo, CA).
This study by four experts concluded that infrasound (0 to 20 Hz) can almost be
ruled as a potential mechanism for stimulating motion sickness symptoms but some
additional research was recommended. Pending those results, the four authors
recommended that an acceptable A-weighted noise level is all that should be
required. In the paper the four authors also share their recommended noise limits
for wind farms which are 35 to 39 dBA (Schomer) and 40 dBA (Leventhall and
Hessler with Hessler having a 45 dBA maximum) and 45dBA (Walker).

(c)

Exhibit 3 was a paper titled The Results of an Acoustic Testing Program, Cape
Bridgewater Wind Farm Prepared for Energy Pacific by Steve Cooper, The
Acoustic Group, A Review of this Study and Where it is Leading by Paul D.
Schomer, PhD., P.E.; Schomer and Associates, Inc.; Standards Director, Acoustical
Society of America, and George Hessler, Hessler Associates, Inc. The paper is
dated 10 February 2015. This paper reviewed a very limited study regarding the
perceived effects of noise on three couples who lived between 650 meters and 1600
meters from the Cape Bridgewater wind farm in Australia. The Cape Bridgewater
study found that the three couples could sense the operation of wind turbines in the
wind farm even when there was no acoustical or visual stimulus from wind turbine
operation and their reactions were correlated with the power output of the wind
turbines. One of the couples was so affected by the wind farm emissions that they
abandoned their home. The Cape Bridgewater study was too limited for the results
to be generalized to the population, but the study did demonstrate a cause and effect
relation at these locations.
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(d)

Exhibit 4 was an excerpt of McLean County Zoning Board of Appeals minutes
from 1/24/2018. The excerpt is the questioning of Dr. Schomer by Attorney
Luetkehans and members of the Zoning Board of Appeals. The questioning
focused on the various wind farm noise limits and the Cape Bridgewater study. Dr.
Schomer stated his recommended noise limit for wind farm noise to be 38 to 40 dB.

(e)

Exhibit 5 is a report titled A Cooperative Measurement Survey and Analysis of Low
Frequency and Infrasound at the Shirley Wind Farm in Brown County, Wisconsin
that was partially funded by the Wisconsin Public Service Commission and by
Clean Wisconsin, a nonprofit environmental advocacy organization. Although the
study was about the Shirley Wind Farm the results of the study were to be used in a
pending wind farm proposed for St. Croix County, WI. The report was issued on
12/24/2012. Four acoustical consulting firms jointly conducted the study. The
firms were Channel Islands Acoustics (principal Dr. Bruce Walker); Hessler
Associates, Inc. (principals George and David Hessler); Rand Acoustics (principal
Robert Rand); and Schomer and Associates, Inc, (principal Dr. Paul Schomer).
Each consultant presented their individual findings in a separate Appendix but all
agreed that in regards to the Shirley Wind Farm there was “…enough evidence and
hypotheses given to classify low frequency noise and infrasound as a serious
issue…it should be addressed beyond the present practice of showing that wind
turbine levels are magnitudes below the threshold of hearing at low frequencies.”
Hessler Associates, Inc. recommended a noise limit of 39.5 dBA or less for the
proposed St. Croix wind farm. Schomer and Associates recommended additional
testing and if that was not possible they recommended a noise limit of 33.5 dBA or
less for the proposed St. Croix wind farm, based on a 6 dB decrease in noise that
the Navy used when dealing with severe noise induced nausea. Neither Channel
Islands Acoustic nor Rand Acoustics made recommendations for the proposed St.
Croix wind farm.

(f)

Exhibit 6 is an undated report titled Proposed minimum siting distances for
Livingston County Wind Farms prepared by Schomer and Associates, Inc. The
paper is an analysis of separation distances and calculated noise levels from
existing wind turbines for the 1,283 dwellings in the Health Canada publication
titled Wind Turbine Noise and Health Study: Summary of Results published
11/6/2014. The report divides the separations for 745 dwellings in the Health
Canada study into nine separation categories from 1,500 feet to 3,750 feet. 493
dwellings in the Health Canada study were located further than 3,750 feet from a
turbine and those dwellings are not included in this analysis. The 745 dwellings in
this analysis were divided into 6 noise levels from 35 dB(A) to 40 dB(A). The
report also included the results of a study by Minnesota Department of Commerce
regarding international wind turbine noise limits for residences and the
requirements of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). The report
concludes with a recommendation for a noise limit of 38dB(A) and a minimum
separation of 3,250 feet.

(g)

Exhibit 7 is a report titled Alta Farm Wind Project II, LLC, Dewitt County, Illinois,
Property Value Impact Analysis: Residential improved and vacant agricultural
land properties by Kurt C. Kielisch of Forensic Appraisal Group of Neenah,
Wisconsin, dated February 18, 2019. The report is a summary of a study contracted
by DeWitt County Residents Against Wind Turbines group, represented by Atty.
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Phillip A. Luetkehans, Schirott, Luetkehans & Garner, LLC, Itasca, Illinois, to
study the impacts that the proposed Alta Farms Wind Project II, LLC, would have
on improved residential and vacant agricultural land values. The report has four
parts: a literature study regarding wind farms and land use; a summary of wind
farm value impact studies; an analysis of how residential property values are being
impacted by a wind farm using paired sales analysis in the Twin Groves II wind
farm in McLean, Illinois; and a multiple regression analysis on the impact of
agricultural land values being impacted by the Twin Groves II wind farm. The
impact studies found little to no evidence of an impact in wind industry and
government supported studies, but found a “significant impact” from independent
studies using a variety of valuation methods from paired sales analysis to multiregression analysis. Losses amongst the nine independent studies that were
completed between 2007 and 2015 ranged from 7.7% to 50% in value, with
distances ranging from adjacent to a wind farm to within 3 miles of a wind farm.
The report also indicated that “Agricultural land also is impacted by the presence of
a wind farm losing -6.3% to -8.5% of its overall value if located within a wind
farm.” For the proposed wind farm, the report concluded that “the presence of wind
turbines in close proximity to residential properties and agricultural land will have
a negative impact on property value and this impact is permanent. The magnitude
of that impact will be dependent on the proximity of the wind turbines to the
property, the disruption of the viewshed and disruption of the land use.”
(h)

Exhibit 8 is a PowerPoint presentation authored by Jerry Punch, Ph.D., titled
“Wind Turbine Noise: Effects on Human Health” that was given to the Christian
County, Illinois Zoning Board of Appeals on June 23, 2020. The presentation
covered the following topics:
•
Physical nature of wind turbine noise
•
Common health effects of wind turbine noise exposure
•
Research evidence that wind turbine noise causes adverse health effects
•
Methods of limiting wind turbine noise
•
Standards and guidelines relevant to wind turbine noise
Recommendations included maximizing setback distance and minimizing noise
levels. Dr. Punch provided numerous citations for recommended setback and noise
levels, but did not make recommendations himself.

g.

Ted Hartke communicated his personal experience with how turbine noise caused him and
his family to move from a perfectly good home in Vermilion County. He recommended
that Champaign County adopt a setback of no less than 3,250 feet from a wind turbine
based on Dr. Schomer’s noise analyses. He said he supports a 500 foot limit on the turbine
height.

h.

Darrell Rice said that it makes no sense to them to take ground in this part of the country
out of production for a wind farm; they don't want to see it, hear it, farm around it, have it
near their homes or on their land. He asked the Board to place reasonable height limits on
turbines and increase the setbacks beyond what is being considered.

i.

Benjamin Rice said that he wants his family to be able to enjoy their entire seven acres of
land. He expressed concerns about noise, safety from turbines breaking apart and throwing
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ice, and the height of the turbines. He asked for consideration of their rights and getting to
enjoy peace and quiet in the country.
j.

Brad Shotton asked the Board to give them a voice in order to preserve the properties they
have. He would like increased setbacks, a limit on the wind turbine height, and asked the
Board not to accept the proposal before them. He expressed concern about noise,
vibrations, and shadow flicker.

k.

Ed Decker said it would be totally irresponsible to give the wind turbine an unlimited
height, and he would like the Board to keep it at the 500 feet height limit. He said he thinks
the 3,250 feet has come up several times tonight for the setback, and he thinks that would
be a reasonable setback, and he thinks that needs to be from each property line as well as
each dwelling. He expressed concern about noise and property values.

l.

Kelly Vetter said that she thinks there is a conflict of interest that the wind company’s
engineer oversees the decommissioning estimates for the existing wind farm. She asked
that Champaign County do what other counties have done, which is to make ordinances
that prevent a wind farm from even coming in.

m.

Todd Horton said that he is really concerned that an incompatible land use would be
something, that creates flickering lights coming through the windows of their homes. He
said when it comes to shadow flicker, there is no standard for what an acceptable reduction
of shadow flicker is, but they don’t have anything in the current Zoning Ordinance that
says anything is enforceable, other than the wind farm project developer provides a
shadow flicker study, but it doesn’t say the wind farm project developer has to follow the
study. He said that he hopes the wind turbines are not allowed to be taller.

n.

Don Carter said that there is a company, NextEra Energy, that is planning a wind farm on
50,000 acres south of Philo, Sidney and Homer. He said the Board members are the
residents’ champions; the Board is the one that stands between the residents and people
that many of the residents feel would ill-use that land out there. He asked the Board to take
up their case, take up their cause by passing responsible aspects of this ordinance that is
before them.

o.

Charlie Mitsdarfer said he is really worried about the height, and even more concerned
about the setbacks. He said these are an eyesore, and he is worried about property values
and mitigating existing land problems caused by wind farm construction. He said roads are
in poor shape and there are broken field tiles, and the land will never be what it was before
that construction. He said he has heard of issues with well water. He questioned the
unlimited height proposed, and asked for a one-mile setback from turbines.

p.

Justin Leerkamp said he farms in the Douglas County area adjacent to many of these
windmills, and he feels that the setback multiplier is not large enough having worked
under these 600 foot towers. He said if we do use a multiplier, to increase the height, it
should not be linear, it should be exponential as the height increases. He said the purpose
of that would be to reduce the shadow flicker. He said he really doesn’t feel that the height
increase is warranted at this time; he feels that the 500 foot limit has worked for this
county. He said he is in favor of lighting mitigation.
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q.

William Mitsdarfer said he hears people complain about the railroad a lot, or living next to
a grain elevator. He said he understands that it’s probably noisy and dirty or whatever, but
that elevator or railroad were there before the house was or the town, so people knew that
when they moved there. He said their homes are there now and there’s no windmills. He
saw no good in having windmills.

r.

Traci Bosch said she is just 3-3/4 miles from the Douglas County windmills. She said they
sound like a constant blowtorch, and urged the Board to drive out to a windmill and listen
before making any decisions. She said that the Board should talk to residents of northern
Champaign County about what it is like when a turbine blows apart. She expressed
concerns about road conditions, property values, and impacts on school and fire station
revenues.

s.

Daniel Herriott asked the Board to consider Dekalb County’s wind farm ordinance, which
has a setback that is six times the turbine height and allows zero flicker on nonparticipating neighbors. He said the height limit should be kept at 500 feet.

The following is a summary of communications received between March 18 and April 1, 2022 for
this case:
a.
In an email received March 18, 2022, Mick & Mary Schumacher said they had concerns
about the height of the towers, designed setbacks, and setbacks from neighboring property
owners.
b.

In an email received March 29, 2022, Ted Hartke provided citations supporting a 39 dBA
maximum noise limit because 40 dBA begins adverse health impacts.

c.

In an email received March 29, 2022, Don Carter stated he is opposed to the proposed
changes in turbine heights and setbacks. He would like to maintain the current 500 foot
height limitation in the ordinance, and increase the setback to the property line of nonparticipating land owners to 3,250 feet. He agrees with the adoption of county-level AIMA
standards and adding aircraft detection lighting systems for wind turbines. He agrees with
the proposed increase in turbine fees, and thinks the fee should be even higher.

d.

In an email received March 29, 2022, Michael Mooney is opposed to having more wind
farms in the county. He expressed concerns about damage to field tiles and ruined roads
due to wind farm construction.

e.

In an email received March 29, 2022, Gary Place expressed concerns about wind farms
effects on safety and quality of life. He would like to keep the current 500 foot height
limit, would like to have a 3,250 foot setback to non-participating landowners’ property
lines, and have a noise limit of 38 dBA.

f.

In an email received March 30, 2022, Shannon Reel expressed concerns about noise, sleep
deprivation, loss of home value, and flicker from the wind turbines. She is against
removing the 500 foot height restriction and in favor of setback to a non-participating
property line of 6 times the height of a turbine.

g.

In a second email received March 30, 2022, Shannon Reel expressed concerns about roads
not getting repaired and the County not having enough money to repair the roads once
wind farm construction has occurred. She urged the County to deny the proposed changes.
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h.

In an email received March 30, 2022, Drs. Andrew & Jennifer Miller stated they are
opposed to changing the setbacks and the height of wind turbines. They feel the setback
from property lines should be 3,250 feet and the height of turbines limited to 500 feet.

i.

In an email received March 30, 2022, Darrel Rice expressed concern about water quality
related to bedrock damage caused by wind turbine installation and underground vibrations
from turbines. He also mentioned concerns about shadow flicker, effects on bats and
honeybees, adverse health impacts of wind turbines. He asked that the 500 foot height
limit be maintained and that the setback requirements be extended to the property lines and
be extended in distance.

j.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Justin Leerkamp said he does not support an
unlimited height for turbines. He thinks setbacks should increase in distance and also be
measured from property lines, not residences. He supports the adoption of the Agricultural
Impact Mitigation Agreement, and suggested that the proposed fee increases be increased
even more. He said he supports the adoption of the ADLS lighting system.

k.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Todd and Sharon Herbert said they would like the
500 foot wind turbine height maintained, and the setback to be increased to 3,250 feet from
the neighboring property lines. They are also in favor of the aircraft detection system.
They expressed concerns about broken drainage tiles and roads caused by wind farm
construction.

l.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Michelle and Scott Wiesbrook asked to maintain the
current wind turbine height limit at 500 feet. She supports the adoption of the county-level
Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement and aircraft lighting detection systems. She
thinks the fees should be increased even higher than what is currently proposed. She
expressed concern about groundwater quality.

m.

In an email received March 31, 2022, David Happ said he supports the Right to Farm
Resolution. He does not support changing the maximum allowable wind turbine height of
500 feet. He does not think that the minimum required separation should be a factor of
tower height; it should be 3,250 feet. He said he supports aircraft lighting detection
systems and Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreements. He supports the proposed fee
increase.

n.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Tiffany Byrne said that she supports a setback of
6,600 feet from non-participating dwellings. She said that the height limit should remain
unchanged.

o.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Brandon and Sarah Hastings asked that the height
limit for wind turbines be kept at 500 feet. They expressed concern about groundwater
quality, ice throw, noise, and flicker. They support aircraft lighting detection systems and
Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreements. They support the proposed increase in fees
and think they could be even higher.

p.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Traci Bosch expressed concern about safety of pilots
who spray crops and fly emergency helicopters in wind turbine areas.
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q.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Stephen Smith asked that height of turbines be
limited to 200 feet. He supports an increase in the setback to the non-participating
landowners’ property lines. He expressed concern about shadow flicker.

r.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Doug Downs said he opposes changing the height
limitation. He would like to see the setback increased to 3,250 feet.

s.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Kris Petersen described flying conditions and the
dangers wind turbines impose on their aerial application service. He said allowing the
turbines to be taller will make their jobs more dangerous and less efficient. He said he had
concerns about the aircraft lighting detection systems and how they might impact pilot
safety.

t.

In an email received March 31, 2022, Mike Lockwood expressed concern about possibly
being surrounded by wind turbines, light pollution, and impacts on his quality of life. He
favors longer setbacks than those proposed, and favors keeping the current 500 foot height
limitation.

u.

In an email received April 1, 2022, Heidi Leerkamp asked that the ZBA abandon the
proposed changes to special use permits for industrial wind energy complexes. She asked
that wildlife and best prime farmland be more thoroughly studied before allowing any
more wind turbines in the County.

The following is a summary of testimony received at the March 31, 2022 ZBA public hearing for
this case:
a.
Jed Gerdes stated he is opposed to having wind farms in Champaign County, and that our
area’s prime farmland should be protected from that kind of development. He said he
supports a 1.25 to 1.5 mile setback. He expressed concern about broken drainage tiles,
noise, and decreased property values.
b.

Michael Mooney said that he does not think it prudent to put wind farms on prime
farmland. He expressed concern about broken drainage tiles and bad roads caused by wind
farm construction.

c.

Kelly Vetter offered to put together a citizen’s taskforce to assist the County Board with
their decision making regarding wind turbines.

d.

Dennis Riggs said that the 500 foot height limit should be maintained, and a setback of at
least 3,250 feet from property lines should be established to protect against the problem of
unsightliness, noise, air pressure fluctuations, and light flicker. He expressed concerns for
broken drainage tiles and bad roads, and supports strong Agricultural Impact Mitigation
Agreements and decommissioning agreements.

e.

David Reel asked for a moratorium on any new wind turbines for at least 18 months in
order to ensure that any revisions to the wind ordinance are not hastily done without due
diligence as to what is in the best interest of the county. He said he does not feel the
current setback requirements are sufficient.

f.

Kris Petersen said he is a pilot and expressed concerns for pilot safety in wind farms and
more so if taller turbines are allowed.
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g.

Roger Negangard expressed concerns about decommissioning and letting the wind
companies keep anything in the ground below 46 inches; he thinks they should remove all
they put into the ground. He said there needs to be a longer setback and that the height of
the turbines needs to be limited.

h.

Jennifer Eisenmenger said she is very concerned about the environment. She asked what
would happen to mitigation plans when wind farms go out of business.

i.

Heidi Leerkamp asked that the ZBA abandon the proposed changes to special use permits
for industrial wind energy complexes. She asked that wildlife and best prime farmland be
more thoroughly studied before allowing any more wind turbines in the County.

j.

Brian Schluter said he is the Compromise Township Road Commissioner. He expressed
concern about sufficient setbacks and height, and he does not favor a blanket ordinance.

k.

Aaron Fenter said that height limitations should be reviewed periodically rather than
allowing an unlimited height. He believes that property values will decrease for residences
in a wind farm area. He believes that Champaign County should look at Livingston
County’s ordinance as an example if they are going to change the current requirements.

l.

Adam Watson said he believes changing to an unlimited height would be irresponsible. He
said that he feels their county should be the most concerned about the health and safety of
its residents. He said he is in agreement with needing to use aircraft detection lighting
systems.

m.

Stephen Smith said he would like to recommend would be keeping these windmills under
200 feet if they do put them in the area, which would reduce harmful, environmental, and
aesthetic impact, and it would also keep from the shadow flicker occurring.

n.

Dirk Rice said that as he looks at the proposal for these changes in the regulation and there
is no science behind it. He expressed concern for property values, setback and height
requirements.

o.

Charlie Mitsdarfer said that he has a couple concerns with the Agriculture Impact
Mitigation Agreement, and he agrees that it is important, but he has a lot of reservations
about how it is going to get enforced. He expressed concerns about returning the soil to its
prior condition once wind turbines are removed. He also was concerned about drainage
and about crop productivity if the wind turbines affect his ability to spray, and about
declining property values due to wind turbines.

p.

Justin Leerkamp said he generally supports the Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement,
but was concerned about its ability to be enforced. He suggested increasing the fees even
more and to use part of those fees to enforce the AIMA. He expressed concern for having
enough money in the escrow for decommissioning wind turbines. He said that he doesn’t
support an increase in height, and he doesn’t feel their current setbacks are large enough.
He said he would like to see more studies on property values.

q.

Darrell Rice asked the Board to give them the best possible restrictions to ensure their lives
are the most pleasant they could have living within a wind farm footprint, including lower
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height limits and larger setbacks. He expressed concern for shadow flicker, road conditions
and drainage related to construction of wind turbines.
r.

(5)

The following is a summary of communications received between April 2, 2022 and April 14,
2022 for this case:
a.
In an email received April 12, 2022, Kim Decker provided a list of some locations,
sources, or reports that have or are recommending more than one mile setbacks from wind
turbines.
b.

(6)

Ted Hartke began a presentation, but due to time limits, he agreed to do his presentation at
the next meeting on April 14th.

In an email received April 14, 2022, Matthew Herriott said he was opposed to wind turbine
height limits above 500 feet. He said the proposed setback is insufficient to protect the
safety and wellbeing of residents. He suggested using Livingston County’s ordinance as an
example. He said he supported the aircraft lighting detection system, but wondered how
well it would work due to the airport. He suggested that the proposed fee increase could be
higher and could be used to ensure complaints are addressed. He said he supports the
Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement if the guidelines are enforced.

The following is a summary of testimony received at the April 14, 2022 ZBA public hearing for
this case:
a.
Ted Hartke said the ICPB noise limits don’t address health issues, only annoyance. He said
Dr. Schomer, who helped make these standards, said the ICPB noise levels do not protect
health and he said the maximum noise limit from wind turbines should be 39 dB or less.
Mr. Hartke gave a presentation citing various sources and testified about his family’s
negative experience with noise from wind turbines that forced them out of their home. He
said that if the Board put the setback at 3,250 feet away and the wind company would want
to make the setback at 2,500 or 3,000 feet away, this would put the citizens who live in the
wind farm in control, and they would get to decide if they would want to sign off on noise,
shadow flicker, and property value loss – the citizens could negotiate that themselves.
Regarding turbine height limits, Mr. Hartke said the taller wind turbines have a longer
blade and the blade would flex more causing the low frequency increase along with the
thumping and pulsation noise, which is going to be more disturbing.
b.

Margie Kolter recommended that people go out to a wind farm area and listen to the noise
and feel the vibration that turbines cause. She expressed concern about decommissioning
costs and the possibility that the wind companies will go bankrupt and leave the equipment
behind. She said that the wind farms are taking prime farm ground and putting concrete in,
affecting the drainage, and then they are affecting these peoples’ lives.

c.

Phil Luetkehans stressed the importance of having sufficient setbacks to protect the health,
safety, and welfare of residents and their property values. He said that he thinks anywhere
in that setback range of 3,000 feet to 3,250 feet they would probably give a significant
protection to residents. He spoke of the probable decrease in property values attributable to
proximity to wind turbines. He made a few recommendations for changing the County
wind farm ordinance to better protect the County and its residents.
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d.

Steve Littlefield, a real estate agent, provided five examples of property values for lots that
had sold between 2012 and the present in the California Ridge wind farm area. His overall
takeaway was that property values are negatively impacted by proximity to wind turbines.

e.

Kim Decker said that she would like to have a longer setback, and that the setback should
be measured between the turbine and the property line, not to the residence. She provided a
list of several dozen setbacks that have been adopted in the US and abroad. She said she is
asking the Board to do the responsible thing and in her opinion that is to vote down the
proposition they have before them and hopefully revamp this whole process of setbacks
and wind height.

f.

Matthew Herriott said he is opposed to a tower height taller than 500 feet and suggested
that Champaign County take a closer look at Livingston County’s ordinance for height and
setback. He expressed support for the ALDS lighting, but questioned how often the lights
would actually be off given airport traffic. He suggested that the fee increase should be
even higher, and that the higher amount be used in part to have an enforcement officer
dealing with complaints about wind and solar farms. He said he supports the Agricultural
Impact Mitigation Agreement if it is correctly enforced. He recommended that the
Champaign County Zoning Board deny the current proposed changes to the ordinance
regarding turbine height and setback distance.

g.

Brandon Hastings said the height restriction should stay at 500 feet, setbacks should be
3,250 feet or six times the height, whichever is greater to match Livingston County
regulations, but it should measure setback from the property line rather than from the
residence. He said he thinks the zoning should eliminate the chance of shadow flicker for
non-participating parcels. He expressed concern about how big an issue drainage is, and
that the Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement should include that. He said that fees
should be huge, and escrow accounts should be established not only for decommissioning,
but for drainage issues and road repair.

h.

Kelly Vetter urged the Board to consider the possibilities of the unintended consequence as
related to protecting water resources from wind farm development.

i.

Steven Herriott said he thinks the height needs to be maintained at 500 feet. He said he
feels that sometimes we are doing things to encourage or bend over backwards to help
these wind companies, and he doesn’t think it is our responsibility to encourage them to
come but to let them conform to what we need out there in the country. He said if by
chance the turbines get higher, we need to go with six times the height in setback, and
measure from the property line and not the residence.

The following is a summary of communications received between April 15, 2022 and May 26,
2022 for this case:
a.
In an email received May 2, 2022, Ted Hartke provided four documents that he asked to be
distributed to the ZBA and ELUC members. The documents were distributed and added to
the Documents of Record.
b.

At the May 5, 2022 ELUC meeting, Mary King distributed three handouts, which have
been distributed to the ZBA and added to the Documents of Record.
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c.

(8)

In an email received May 26, 2022, Mike Lockwood said he favored significantly
increased setback distances. He said he was opposed to increasing the allowed height of
wind turbines. He asked for more power for homeowners in the approval process and less
power for those landowners who do not live in the area.

The following is a summary of testimony received at the May 26, 2022 ZBA public hearing for
this case:
a.
Stephen R. Smith read a statement on behalf of his neighbor, Kelly Vetter, who said it is
time to slow down the current monstrosities of wind turbines trying to come into their
backyard and think this through. She supported taking a legacy view that fits the
landscape, their values, and generations to come. Mr. Smith said he supports a minimum
separation of 3,250 feet from the property line and keeping the 500 foot maximum height
for wind turbines.
b.

Randy Wells shared his experience with the Douglas County windmills that are as close as
.75 mile from his home. He talked about construction issues and bad road conditions due
to the wind turbine development. He is concerned that money will not be there for
decommissioning when the time comes. While he has not experienced adverse health
impacts, he has experienced the noise and flashing lights from the turbines.

c.

Lisa Ellis said she is an Edgar County Board member, and offered advice about revising
the wind ordinance. She said that Edgar County adopted a 3,250 foot setback to the
structure, but the wind company can negotiate with individual landowners to have a
reduced separation that cannot be less than 1,000 feet. She said the ordinance should
consider local roads, drainage tile, and emergency services. She said Edgar County does
not have a height restriction on wind turbines. She said she lives about 25 miles from the
nearest turbine, and can hear it and see it from her home.

d.

Ted Hartke reviewed the four documents he submitted that were distributed as part of
Supplemental Memo #2 dated May 17, 2022. He referred to testimony by Dr. Schomer that
a limit of 39 dba is needed to mitigate adverse health effects. He said that Dr. Schomer
testified that taller turbines will cause more infrasound, and that turbines are louder at
night than during the day, with a difference of 3 to 6 dba. He testified about his own story
of having to leave his home due to the wind turbines built near his home. He summarized
by saying he supports a noise level of less than 39 dba, supports setbacks at 3,250 feet or
6.5 times the blade tip height, supports waivers for setbacks for individual landowners, and
wants more consideration for infrasound.

e.

Roger Henning Jr said that he supports a setback of 3,250 feet. He has bought property for
future development by family members, and wants them to be able to build on any part of
the property, so he supports the setback being to the property line and not the structure.

f.

Todd Herbert supports maintaining a less than 500 foot height maximum, and supports a
setback of 3250 feet or 6 times the height measured from the property line. He thinks it is a
bad decision to allow individual waivers to allow a setback of 1,000 feet. He agrees that a
setback of 1.25 miles would be best. He supports the aircraft lighting detection system. He
expressed concern about drainage tile and supports a setback from the very fragile
Drainage District tiles. He said there would be no farming if there was no tile.

3,250 feet separation from property line
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TITLE 35: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
SUBTITLE H: NOISE
CHAPTER I: POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD
PART 901 SOUND EMISSION STANDARDS AND LIMITATIONS FOR PROPERTY-LINE-NOISESOURCES
SECTION 901.102 SOUND EMITTED TO CLASS A LAND
Section 901.102 Sound Emitted to Class A Land
a)

Except as elsewhere provided in this Part, a person must not cause or allow the emission of sound
during daytime hours from any property-line noise source located on any Class A, B or C land to
any receiving Class A land that exceeds any allowable octave band sound pressure level specified
in the following table, when measured at any point within the receiving Class A land. Sound
pressure levels must be measured at least 25 feet from the property-line noise source.
Octave Band Center
Frequency (Hertz)

31.5
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
4000
8000
b)

Allowable Octave Band Sound Pressure Levels (dB) of Sound
Emitted to any Receiving Class A Land from
Class C Land

Class B Land

Class A Land

75
74
69
64
58
52
47
43
40

72
71
65
57
51
45
39
34
32

72
71
65
57
51
45
39
34
32

Except as provided elsewhere in this Part, person must not cause or allow the emission of sound
during nighttime hours from any property-line noise source located on any Class A, B or C land
to any receiving Class A land that exceeds any allowable octave band sound pressure level
specified in the following table, when measured at any point within the receiving Class A
land. Sound pressure levels must be measured at least 25 feet from the property-line noise
source.
Octave Band Center
Frequency (Hertz)

31.5
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
4000
8000

Allowable Octave Band Sound Pressure Levels (dB) of Sound
Emitted to any Receiving Class A Land from
Class C Land

Class B Land

Class A Land

69
67
62
54
47
41
36
32
32

63
61
55
47
40
35
30
25
25

63
61
55
47
40
35
30
25
25

(Source: Amended at 42 Ill. Reg. 20453, effective November 1, 2018)
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A possible criterion for wind farms
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Opposition to wind farm noise is not abating and shows no sign of doing so in the future. In a January
2017 paper in Sound and Vibration, Hessler, Leventhal, Walker and Schomer come together to report that
independently they have come to about the same conclusion for a proper threshold of wind turbine noise.
The same A-Weighted criterion has shown to come up in a variety of independent ways. This paper is not for
pie in the sky desires for no sound. Rather, it attempts to recommend a criterion to use for determining the
limits of wind turbine noise. This criterion is based off of the data of four independent sources: ( 1) CTL, (2)
ANSI S 12.9 Part 4, (3) Michaud et al. (2016), and (4) a State of Minnesota Department of Commerce survey
of criteria set in various foreign countries and provinces. This paper recommends the use of A-weighting
and a 24-hour Leq as the metric. 36-38 dB is recommended for the criterion.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
Like most other industries or sources of transportation, noise and noise criteria are a matter of
consternation to all sides involved in the siting and development of wind fanns. Industry wants the
permitted acoustical levels as high as possible, the community wants them as low as possible, and the
municipality or county wants to maximize the dollars in their budget. For the past 10 or 15 years there has
been an evolution towards developing a metric and criterion for wind turbine noise. Many turbines were
built with what turns out to be rather high levels. They were designed with the community level being set
at 50 or even 55 dB (A). Gradually, these levels have decreased, but friction between the community
groups, the developers of the wind farms, and local government continues to this day.
B. PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to explain and evaluate the metric by which the community response to
wind turbine noise is gauged and the limits appropriate to that response function. Chapter II deals with
selection of the metric, and Chapter I1I presents the data and methods used to establish criteria and a
criterion, based on the metric selected.
C. APPROACH
The approach to the selection of a metric is pragmatic. When looking at the present situation, A
weighting is the only appropriate metric for most noise sources. Based on all that we know, it could well
be that C-weighting is preferred, or even Z-weighting or lower would be an improvement. But
pragmatically, what is in use today and has corresponding response functions is A-weighting. These
issues are dealt with in Chapter II.
In the second and more major part of the paper, various independent references and their procedures
are used to find data on which to base the selection of a recommended criterion. These data come from
four very independent sources. The use of four totally independent sources of data, independent from
each other and independent from the issues at hand cannot be stressed enough. For example, the
community tolerance level (CTL) was developed based on road traffic and airport noise, totally
independent of wind turbine noise (WTN), totally independent of American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) S 12.9 Part 4, totally independent of the Health Canada study, and totally independent of the
Minnesota Department of Commerce study. Similar statements can be made of each of the four sources,
and these four sources are equally independent from the parties concerned (industry, community, and
local government). They are totally independent of the results from the ANSI S 12.9 Part 4 calculation,
because these results were developed without having wind turbines mentioned or included in any way, as
this was just a general procedure for environmental noise. Any assessment here is certainly independent
from the Minnesota Department of Commerce existing criteria levels. The average and extremes of those
data are what they are; nothing we do here can influence that. CTL is derived for other sources and other
places, and not constructed for WTN, so its application is totally independent from wind turbine noise
sources. The Health Canada data are not totally independent of the issues at hand, but the authors argue
that the Health Canada data are equally independent for all three parties. In the same test with the same
subjects, the Health Canada study finds that there are no health effects that can be found at the resolution
that one gets with about 1200 subjects, but that there are substantial annoyance effects with these same
subjects in the same study. One finding for industry, one finding for the community. That is, with the
same sampling, the same noise measurements, the same noise predictions, the same surveyors, the same
survey instrument, the same subjects, one gets half of the results that in some sense support industry, and
half of the results that in some sense support the community. At least to this authors' mind, Health
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Canada represents an independent government entity not aligned with any of the three parties. The four
sources are as follows:
I.data inherent to community tolerance level (CTL);
2.ANSI S12.9 Part 4
3.data from Health Canada, used to establish the equivalency between wind turbine noise
and other noise;
4.the Minnesota Department of Commerce
Note: None of the data was developed by these authors and each of the sources is independent from
any of the three primary groups involved: community, developer/operator, and local government. Thus,
our approach is to present and explain these sets of data or procedures, and to show how they relate to the
general method and the criterion that is ultimately selected.
1. CTL provides a one-number assessment of a set of cluster data from an attitudinal survey.
Depending on what is held constant, almost any situation can be compared in decibel units of
day-night level (DNL). Keeping with current practice, road traffic noise is used as the
baseline. The difference in CTL between a data set under study and road traffic noise is the
decibel difference between the two CTL values, respectively.
2. ANSI S l2.9 Part 4 is directly used to form a small range of levels for potential development
of a criterion.
3. Direct use of the Michaud et al. data and other similar international data to set a criterion.
4. Data from a State of Minnesota Department of Commerce survey of criteria set in various
foreign countries and provinces.

2. SELECTION OF A METRIC
A. DISCUSSION OF WEIGHTING
As is well known, most sources are assessed using A-weighting with perhaps an adjustment for sound
character (e.g. tonal or impulsive). A basic version of this assessment metric has been used since at least
1971 when the first version of ISO 1996 (International Organization for Standardization) was approved.
The only source for which A-weighting is not used is high-energy impulsive noise, e.g. sound from
demolition, open pit mining and quarrying, sonic booms, and noise from military training. For these
sources, C-weighted data are collected, and these data are transformed to equivalent A-weighted levels in
terms of equal annoyance (ANSI S 12-9, ISO 1996- 1).
There is no function that relates C-weighted wind turbine noise to an equivalent A-weighted level,
nor is there a function that relates Z-weighting to an equivalent A-weighted level. The C-weighting
procedure for high-energy impulsive noise took about 25 years to validate and get into use. Correlation
between A-weighting and C-weighting in response to turbine noise has been shown, but this does not
show that either of the weightings is correct. There is no conversion tool upon which to develop
equivalent A-weighted levels. A response function is required. But it can be observed that a high degree
of correlation between A- and C-weighting exists; so high that there is virtually no difference between
using C-weighting or A-weighting. When one has a class of sources that all have the same spectrum, then
the difference between different linear filters that all measure at least some part of the sound will all be
highly correlated with one another. The difference between A-weighting and other weightings is that
response functions have been created and scrutinized for A-weighting.
A constant, 24-hour A-weighted equivalent level (Leq) computed over the day and night periods, is
the recommended metric, and in nearly all cases, the metric of interest is the nighttime Leq resulting from
wind farm operations. So, as with aircraft and other noise categories that are dominated by one kind of
source, comparisons can be made from one situation to another because the spectral content has not
changed from one situation to another. For example, if one is measuring traffic noise, then the Leq for the
hour beginning at 1500 measured on Tuesday should be similar to the hour measured at 1500 on
Wednesday.
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If the appropriate computational procedures are chosen, then one can install a barrier, have a
reasonable chance at predicting a reduction, and subsequently produce a meaningful reduction for the
community. That is not the situation with wind fann noise. It has been shown that the correlation from
one type of wind turbine to another, and from one size to another, results in a set of numbers that properly
order different situations because there is no change to the spectrum from one wind turbine to another.
But this is not the case if one perfonns mitigation and predicts the benefit based on A-weighting. A
barrier can be built alongside a highway and the reduction can be predicted. The corresponding decrease
in community annoyance can also be predicted, at least to a reasonable degree. We cannot make the same
statement about wind farm noise.
The reader should be cautioned not to believe that A-weighting is the correct weighting function for
wind farm noise assessment. This simply has not been shown. Currently, however, the A-weighted levels
assigned to different community responses seem to fit current wind fanns in terms of response and level,
at least in tenns of annoyance based on attitudinal survey data. A-weighting is not chosen because it has
been shown scientifically to be better than other metrics. Rather, it is chosen because at the cutTent state
of development, to date, no one has shown any metric to be superior. Even if it were available today, it
would still take quite a while to gain acceptance for such a metric.
B. M ET RJC
The choice of a metric is limited. In principle, all of the readily available noise metrics are those built
into sound level meters and other similar devices. The non-time integrating metrics are very limited in the
data provided. Lmax and Lmin are two non-integrated choices, but it is clear that Lmax may be
something that occurs for a short time every once in a while (e.g., once an hour or once a day). In the
class of time-integrated metrics, there are three prominent choices: Leq, Ldn, and Lden. These three are
not significantly independent; rather, there are very clear and consistent differences among them. Leg 24hour is predicated on the assumption that wind fann noise emissions from a given turbine throughout the
24-hour day are more or less constant (read ± 1 dB). The question is: how far above Leg must the DNL be
such that the calculation of Leq during daytime added to (Leq+ 10) dB at night equals to DNL? The
difference between the numerical value for Leq and DNL when the Leq is held constant is about 6-7 dB.
A similar number exists for DENL. DNL or DENL provide no additional information as compared to the
simpler, constant 24-hour Leq. Were Leq not a constant, and Ld and Ln are not constant, then a more
complicated difference between DNL and 24-hour Leq would be required.

3. M ETHODS AND PROC E D U RES BY WHICH A CRITERION FOR
WIND TURBI N E NOI S E CAN BE SELECTED
A. DI FFE RENCES I N COMMUN ITY TOLERANCE LEVEL (CT L) B ETWE EN ROAD
T RAFFIC AND WIND TURBIN E NOISE
At this point, it is proposed that a relationship between percent highly annoyed and various nighttime
Leg levels be established. However, the recent papers by Fidell et al. and Schomer et al. relate percent
highly annoyed to DNL. These two papers also introduce the concept of community tolerance level
(CTL). This paper will establish the relationship between nighttime Leq, CTL, and DNL for wind turbine
noise. Once that is done, we will compare various DNL and CTL levels with wind farm levels. As a part
of this comparison, we will include the transformation of CTL or DNL data to nighttime Leq in order to
have valid comparisons. First, DNL will be discussed, followed by CTL.
Up until the introduction of CTL, all community attitudinal survey data were analyzed by using linear
regression analysis. There was no underlying functional relation. With CTL, it is hypothesized that the
community response to environmental noise is similar to the basic human loudness function where
loudness is proportional to the independent variable raised to the 0.3 power. Secondly, it is hypothesized
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that the functional fonn of a relationship is a transition function, and for the sake of simplicity, the
simplest fonn of a transition function is used: e-v_ It becomes:
(!.dn-!.ct+S.306) 0·3

10
)
(I)
%HA = 1 0 0 * e- 1/cto
where 5.306 is an arbitrary constant K. The property of K is such that when Ldn= Lct, then Let
con-esponds to the 50 111 percentile for %HA. That is, for purposes of convenience, the value of CTL for a
given community is standardized at the midpoint of the exponential function. A CTL value thus
corresponds to the DNL value at which half of the people in a community describe themselves as highly
annoyed by transportation noise exposure. As Fidell et al. (20 1 1) show, the constant 5.306 follows from
the definition of CTL as the midpoint of the exponential function. That is, when DNL = CTL, the %HA =
50%. (Definition of CTL at a point other than 50% on the exponential function would merely result in a
change to the constant 5.306, with no loss of generality.)
Fidell et al. (20 1 1) gives the percent highly annoyed as a function of DNL for all noise caused by
airport operations. Schomer et al. (2012) does the same for highway and railroad noise. The convention is
that all noises are compared to road traffic noise. The difference in the value of K between any source and
road traffic yields the numerical difference in dB between the two situations. For example, the CTL for all
road traffic is 78 dB and the CTL for all aircraft is 73 dB. So, aircraft is 5 dB less tolerable than road
traffic noise. CTL can quantify the difference between any two situations one wants to consider. For
example, one could look at the difference between nighttime and daytime, the difference between hilly
country and flat country, the difference between urban, suburban, and rural, or the difference between
communities on the ocean and those landlocked.
Michaud et al. (20 16) calculates the CTL for wind turbine noise to be 62 DNL. That is, 1 6 dB must
be added to the DNL of road traffic noise to make it equivalent to that of wind turbine noise. Michaud et
al. also calculate the CTL for each of his two study areas, Prince Edward Island and Ontario,
independently. In addition, they calculate the CTL for other surveys that provide the necessary data to
calculate the CTL (Pedersen et al. 20 04, 2007, 2009; Yano et al. 20 13). Michaud shows that the CTL for
Ontario is very similar to the CTL for Pederson et al., 2004 and Yano et al. 20 1 3. The CTL for PEI is
shown to be very similar to the CTL for Pederson et al 2007 and 2009. The CTL for Ontario is about 7.5
dB lower than the CTL for PEI. They also compute the average CTL for windfarms and that is what is
used herein.

B.USE THE DIRECT H E ALTH CANADA AND THE R COM PARABLE INTERN ATIONAL
SU RVE Y DATA OF %HA AT VARIOUS TURBI N E NOISE LEVELS
This method is the simplest, it says that the %HA at a certain dB(A) is exactly what is measured.
There are three data points provided by the Health Canada analysis: the ranges are from [30-35) dB, [3540) dB, and [40-46) dB. The corresponding %HA are 1%, 10%, and 14%.
In this paper, several primary sources of data are used to develop the functional relationship and
select the criteria. Once a DNL is chosen as the metric, the second step is to establish percent highly
annoyed as a function of DNL. This %HA can then be compared to the results from Michaud et al. to
form a criterion.
C. USE THE Sl 2.9 TO DIRECTLY DEVELOP A CRITERION
ANSI S 1 2.9 Part 4 uses DNL as its primary metric. ANSI S l2.9 Part 6 establishes 55 DNL as the
criterion for start of impact from noise. Part 4 also establishes the adjustment of 10 dB for quiet rural
areas, i.e. the criterion drops to 45 DNL. In terms of a 24-hour A-Leq, this criterion drops to 39 dB. So,
Proceedings of Meetings on Acoustics, Vol. 30, 040007 (20 1 7)
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we find 39 dB to be a crite1ion, independent of the noise source. This derivation never mentions wind
turbine noise.
D. USE TB£ MINNESOTA DtP ARTMENT OF COMMERCE FINDINGS
Minnesota, like 29 other states (reference 2 from Haugen 20 1 1), has a state renewable energy
obj ective that calls for "25% of the state's electtical energy to come from renewable sources including
wind energy by 2025 (reference 3 from Haugen 20 1 1)." "While many people support wind energy, some
have become concerned about possible impacts to their quality of life due to wind turbines, including
noise, shadow flicker, and visual impacts . . . " Because of these concerns smrnunding wind power, the
state set out to survey a variety of players in the wind energy industry, from many foreign regions and
countries. "For this report, a variety of professionals working on renewable energy issues within national
and regional governments, wind energy associations, wind energy development companies, and other
areas were contacted by email."
The Minnesota findings are shown in Figure 1 . This figure shows national and regional wind fann
limits in two different kinds of areas: ( 1 ) residential and other noise sensitive areas, and (2) all other areas.
These are represented in the figure as a solid blue bar for the sensitive areas, and a solid green bar going
above the blue for the other areas. Only 3 of the 1 9 jurisdictions are above 40 dB: Spain, Portugal, and the
Netherlands, and the average is 36 dB.
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In this report, data from six different sources are examined in an attempt to develop a %HA criterion
for wind turbine noise (and most other noises): Schultz, the Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and
Biomechanics (CHABA), the Federal Interagency Committee on Noise (PICON), CTL (Fidell et. al.,
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Schomer et. al.), Miedema and Oudshoom (2003), and Miedema and Vos ( 1 997). Schultz, CHABA, and
FICON are all based on the Schultz's 1 978 synthesis of social surveys on noise annoyance, with the
CHABA curve being virtually identical, and FICON being mysteriously low in the relevant DNL interval
(60-75 DNL). Miedema and Oudshoorn is an improved version of Miedema and Vos, and along with
CTL is used in the cmTent version of ISO 1 996-1 . Schultz, CHABA, and FICON use data from a
combination of aircraft and road traffic noise sources to arrive at their %HA values, whereas CTL,
Miedema and Vos, and Miedema and Oudshoom all make a distinction between aircraft and road traffic.
The curve given by Miedema and Vos is shown in the figure for reference as a dashed blue line, but is not
included in the analysis that follows because they are two variant data fits to the same data base by the
same organization, and using both of them could bias the calculations that follow.
These five sources and their %HA from 50 to 70 DNL in 5 dB increments are shown in Table 1 . In
this table, Miedema and Oudshoom and CTL both have separate equations for road traffic and air traffic.
CHABA and FICON each use their own single equation for all modes of transportation; planes, trains,
and automobiles. Research has conclusively shown that aircraft sound is more annoying than other sound
for the same numerical value, which implies that the DNL values Schultz, CHABA, and FICON attribute
to a corresponding percentage of high annoyance must be biased high for use with road traffic. And
conversely, the %HA for aircraft noise must be biased low. Part A of Figure 2 shows the five functions
described for road traffic noise, and Part B shows the five functions described for aircraft noise. From the
figures, it would seem that the biased low is a much stronger factor than the biased high. In fact, from the
data, one would be tempted to say there is no bias high, but from the logic, this seems to be impossible.
As shown in Figure 2A, the Schultz, CHABA, and FICON curves fit somewhat closely to the road traffic
curves, but understates the %HA value. For aircraft noise (Figure 2B), %HA values are understated by a
very large amount, nominally 15%.

ROAD:
Group
50
55
60
65
70

M&O
3.8
6.6
10.6
16.5
25. 1

CTL
0. 7
3. 1
8.6
17.6
29. 2

CHABA
2.3
4.6
8.7
15.2
24.5

FICON
1.7
3.3
6. 5
12.3
22. 1

SCHULTZ
1.3
3.9
8.5
15. 2
24.6

M&O
5.3
11
18.6
27.8
38.5

CTL
3.1
8.6
17. 6
29. 2
41.9

CHABA
2.3
4.6
8.7
15. 2
24.5

FICON
1. 7
3. 3
6.5
12. 3
22.1

SCHU LTZ
1.3
3.9
8.5
15.2
24.6

AI R:
Group

so

55
60
65
70

Table 1: %HA values at different DNL levels for 5 sources

There is no doubt that both Schultz and CHABA represent excellent researchers and excellent
organizations. Their results differ from more recent results by Miedema and Oudshoom, Fidell, and
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Schomer. The only conclusion one could come to is that the two databases being analyzed are not the
same, and that is known to be the case. The database used by Schultz contained 1 1 clustering surveys, of
which six were aircraft, four were road traffic, and one was railroad. In contrast, the three more recent
curves are based on a much larger database. Fidell used 43 aircraft surveys for his work, and Schomer
used 39 road traffic surveys and 1 1 railroad surveys, totaling 93 surveys used to create the CTL method.
Miedema and Oudshoom is based upon a similar quantity of data. A large quantity of the data is used
both for CTL and Miedema and Oudshoom. For a variety of reasons, the authors of this paper will use the
methods based on the larger database, Miedema and Oudshoom, CTL, and CHABA.
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Road Traffic Noise
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

- - - --- -45

so

60

55

- CTL - M &O

65

M &V

70

CHABA - FICON

75

Figure 2A: 5 curves for detennining %HA fo r road traffic noise

Aircraft Noise
60
55

so

45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

-45

so

55

- CTL - M&O

60

M&V

65

70

75

CHABA -- FICON - Schultz

Figure 2B: 6 curves.for determining 0/aHA for aircraft noise
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5.W H AT IS TH E ACCE PTA BLE LIMIT FOR PERCENT H IG H L V
ANNOYE D (%H A)?
A. ESTABLISH IN G A FUNCTION FOR %HA vs DN L

Since the purpose of this report is to establish data and relations for the selection of a wind turbine
noise criterion. In this section, four independent methods are given with which to establish a relation by
which to judge wind turbine noise annoyance. During at least the last several years, it has been common
to use road traffic noise as the "yardstick" by which other noises are measured. Miedema and Vos ( 1 997),
Miedema and Oudshoom (2003), Fidell et al. and Schomer et al., as well as ISO 1 996-1 all use road
traffic noise for this purpose.
In 2005, Schomer examined the metrics and criterions used by nearly every federal agency and board,
by recommendations in national standards, and by international recommendations such as those made by
the World Health Organization. These, and multiple other sources agree to 55 DNL as an acceptable
criterion for road traffic noise. Therefore, we will use 55 DNL as our intermediate criterion. The term
"intermediate" is used because the real issue is annoyance and not decibels. It is very common to relate
%HA to decibels, but it is almost always decibels that are measured and not annoyance. For a DNL of 55
dB, 4 different estimates of %HA were found in the literature. CTL equates 55 DNL with about 3% HA,
Miedema and Oudshoom equates 55 DNL with about 7% HA, for road traffic and aircraft noise
separately, and CHABA predicts about 5% for a DNL of 55, for both air and road traffic combined.
Herein, we will be using the average of these four estimates, which is 5%.
B. CHOOS I N G A CRIT E RJA
1. The first method, the method that is dependent on %HA, relates the data from
Health Canada to the 5% value established above. Michaud et al. (20 1 3) writes that "Consistent with
Pedersen et al. (2009), the increase in wind turbine annoyance was clearly evident when moving from
(30-3 5) dB to [35-40) dB, where the prevalence of wind turbine annoyance increased from 1 % to I 0%.
This continued to increase to 1 3 .7% for areas where WTN levels were (40-46] dB." Michaud relates 3
different values for %HA values with 3 corresponding decibel levels: 1 %HA is related to 32.5 dB(A), and
1 0%HA is related to 37.5 dB(A). Therefore, 5%HA would be related to a value between 32.5 and 37.5
dB(A), most likely around 35 dB(A). With this method, a 5%HA criterion is related to 35 dB(A). A more
conservative criterion is given by the doubling of the %HA from 5 to 1 0%. For this second %HA limit,
the corresponding dB(A) level is 37.5 dB(A).
2. The second method compares CTL for road traffic noise to CTL for wind turbine noise. The average
CTL for road traffic noise (Schomer et al. 20 1 2) is 78.3 dB. In comparison, the average CTL for wind
turbine noise is 62 dB. So, a 1 6 dB difference is found between wind turbine noise and the traffic noise
"yardstick." To complete this comparison, one must have a value for an acceptable DNL for road traffic
noise. Here, a range of DNL is considered: 55-60 dB. Subtracting 16 yields a range of 39-44 dB for wind
turbine noise. As per section II-B above, 6-7 dB is subtracted from DNL in order to calculate Leq. This
subtraction yields a range of 3 2-38 dB as a limit for wind turbine noise.
3. A third method to develop a criterion is to directly apply ANSI S l2.9 Parts 4 and 5. Part 5 recommends
a DNL of 55 dB for residential areas as a limit based on the start of impact. Part 4 recommends a 1 0 dB
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penalty on the limits for quiet rural areas. Most wind fanns are built in quiet rural areas, so this penalty is
applicable in this case. In a quiet rural area, the DNL limit becomes 45 dB. But this is DNL, to get to Leq
we must subtract 6-7 dB, so that the recommendation becomes an Leq of 38-39 dB.
4. Data published by the Minnesota Department of Commerce, shown in Figure 1 , give noise limits for
sensitive rural areas and non-sensitive areas. As an example of land use designations, wind turbine noise
limits in South Australia are based on the highest level applicable between: rural areas at 35 dB(A), non
rural areas at 40 dB{A), or 5 dB(A) above background measured as L90. The average value of the noise
limits for sensitive areas given by the Minnesota report is about 36 dB(A).

6. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUS IONS
Four independent data sources are used to create four estimates of an acceptable 24-hour A-weighted
Leq criterion for wind turbine noise. Two methods use 5% highly annoyed as the estimated start of impact
for a receiving person. The remaining methods examine both adjustments to a recommended DNL
indicating start of impact, and an analysis of existing wind turbine noise limits. The four estimates of a
criterion are listed below:
I. 5% HA is shown to be a very approximate average to a criterion for %HA. In order to be conservative,
the range from 5 to 10% is considered herein. Applying a 5% HA value to the Health Canada data gives a
limit between 32.5 dB and 37.5 dB, or about 35 dB(A). Applying a 10% HA value to the Health Canada
data gives a limit of 37.5 dB(A) (Michaud et al. 20 1 6b).
2. A 16 dB difference is found between the CTL for road traffic noise and WfN, and if the metric is Leq,
then the difference between WTN and Leq is another 6-7 dB, for a total of22-23 dB difference.
Comparing the CTL for wind turbine noise to the CTL for road traffic at the lower limit of 55 DNL for
road traffic suggests a limit of 32-33 dB(A). Comparing the CTL for wind turbine noise to the CTL for
road traffic at the upper limit of 60 DNL for road traffic suggests a limit of 37-38 dB(A).
3. Applying ANSI S 1 2.9 Parts 4 and 6 to determine the level at which impact will start in a quiet, rural
area gives a limit of 38-39 dB(A).
4. The average of existing worldwide limits found in the Minnesota Department of Commerce report for
sensitive areas is about 36 dB.
As applicable, Table 2 lists the minimum, average, and maximum Leq criteria for wind turbine noise
for each of the four methods above:
Minimum (dB)
1 -%HA
2-CTL
3-ANSI
4-MN DoC

32

AVERAGE

32

Average (dB)
35

Maximum (dB)
37.5
38

38
36

39

36.3

38.2

Table 2: Minimum, average, and maximum Leq criteria

Proceedings of Meetings on Acoustics, Vol. 30, 040007 (201 7)
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P. Schomer and P. K. Pamidighantam

Wind farm noise criterion

The average of the top-end values is about 3 8 dB(A) and the average of the middle values is about 36
dB(A). The minimum level, 3 2 dB, is not emphasized. These four sets of independent data result in
criteria recommendations that are remarkably close to one another, lending support to a 24-hour A
weighted Leq wind turbine noise criterion in or around the range of 36-38 dB(A).
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t---------0-----------1
AHEs: Adverse health effects
IWTs: Industrial wind turbines
WHO: World Health Organization
WTN: Wind turbine noise

Topic Outline

WTN exposure
 Research evidence that
WTN causes AHEs
 Methods of limiting WTN
 Standards and guidelines
relevant to WTN

 Common health effects of

 Physical nature of WTN

0
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Professional Background
 Educational background

BA, Wake Forest University, Psychology
 MS, Vanderbilt University, Hearing and Speech Sciences
 PhD, Northwestern University, Audiology
Clinically certified in Audiology (American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association)
50+ years experience as audiology clinician, researcher, teacher, and
administrator in academic, clinical, professional association, hospital,
and industrial settings (last 30 years at MSU); retired from MSU
faculty (2011)
Numerous research publications and conference presentations,
including several recent papers on wind turbine noise
Chair of Technical Work Group to revise Michigan guidelines for siting
onshore wind turbines
Legal consultant as expert witness on matters of health in variety of
cases in multiple states
(Details in CV; available on request)











Wind Turbine Noise:
Professional Experience
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t---------0-----------1
 Visited wind project in Huron County, MI (2009)

 Read book by Paul Gipe, Wind Energy Comes of Age
 Published literature review article in Audiology Today in 2010
 Chaired Wind and Health Technical Work Group, MI Department of Energy

 Presented invited comments in public meetings and hearings of zoning boards








and commissions in several states (MI, IL, IN, NY)
Co-authored three-part, invited article (hearinghealthmatters.org)
Qualified legally as health expert in Daubert hearing (MI)
Served or serving as witness, as health expert, in legal cases (OH, WI, MI, IA,
IL, OR, IN, NY, SD), before or after turbine construction
Interviewed individuals and families who had abandoned, or about to
abandon, their homes (MI, IA, OR)
Co-authored 2016 literature review (with R. James): Wind turbine noise and
human health: a four-decade history of evidence that wind turbines pose risks

My First View of IWTs
(Huron County, Michigan)
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Family Home in Huron County, Michigan
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This family was sleeping in a motel during nights when
the turbines were fully operational.
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Physical Nature of WTN
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Acoustical measurements taken at a
home in proximity to Shirley Wind
Project, Brown County, Wisconsin.

• The frequency response of
WTN consists of extremely
high levels of low-frequency
energy.
• Due to room resonance
effects, WTN can often be
more intense indoors than
outdoors.
• Because IWTs operate mostly
at night, WTN can be
especially bothersome in a
closed bedroom.
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Physical Nature of WTN (Continued)
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Spectrogram of WTN at Shirley Wind Project,
Brown County, Wisconsin (James & Bray, 2010).

•

WTN is amplitude modulated over
very short periods of time. In that
respect, it is different from other
industrial noises and transportation
noises.
Interactions of the blades with the
air and tower result in blade-pass
energy that produces intermittent
tonal energy that often 10 dB or
more higher than average values.
These high levels of pulsating energy
occur at infrasonic rates, typically
1/sec or less, making it more
disturbing than most other noises.

These characteristics result in
both auditory and non-auditory
sensations. A whooshing sound
can usually be heard, along with a
perception of vibration, either of
which can disrupt sleep.
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Nuisance, Annoyance, and Health

t---------0-----------1
 A term used mainly in state and local noise-control

regulations to protect the use and enjoyment of personal
property; a nuisance can be annoying but carries a stronger
connotation of being legally actionable.
 The WHO treats nuisance and annoyance as essentially the
same thing, defining annoyance as “any sound that is
perceived as irritating or a nuisance.”
 The WHO defines health as “a state of complete physical,
mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of
disease or infirmity.” It considers long-term annoyance
induced by noise to be an AHE.
 Many scientific studies, along with the WHO, have
described WTN to be annoying to a substantial percentage
of the population.

Numerous research studies link annoyance and
low-frequency noise
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t---------0-----------1
 Kelley et al (1982)*

 van den Berg (2004)*

 Kelley et al (1985)*

 Pedersen & Waye

 Kelley (1987)*
 Bradley (1994); HVAC 
systems


 Leventhall (2004);

occupational settings
 Pedersen & Waye
(2004)*





(2007)*
Pedersen et al (2009)*
Janssen et al (2010)*
Harrison (2011)*
Shepherd et al (2011)*
Palmer (2013)*

*Study dealt specifically with low-frequency noise from wind turbines. See Punch &
James, 2016, for full references.
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IWTs have many annoying characteristics

t---------0-----------1
 Industrial wind turbines produce pulsed, amplitude-









modulated, tonal sounds that are unpredictable,
uncontrollable (by receptors), and sleep-disturbing.
Amplitude-modulated and impulsive noises are more easily
perceived and more annoying than constant-level noise (Sutherland
& Burke, 1979; Bradley, 1994).
Tonal sounds are more annoying than sounds containing energy
across a broad range of frequencies (Moorhouse et al, 2005; Bray,
2007; Swinbanks, 2012).
Sounds that are unpredictable and uncontrollable increase noise
annoyance (Geen & McCown, 1984; Hatfield et al, 2002).
Nighttime noise is more annoying than daytime noise (Berger et al,
2015; Berglund et al, 1999; WHO, 2009).
Rural noise is more annoying than urban noise (Pedersen & Waye,
2007).
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Annoyance from Wind Turbines
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Source: Pedersen, E. et al (2009). Response to noise from modern wind farms in
The Netherlands. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 126, 634-643.

IWT noise is much more annoying than aircraft,
traffic, or rail noise
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Aircraft: ordinary least squares
(Miedema & Vos, 1998)
Aircraft: multilevel model (Miedema
& Vos, 1998)
Road Traffic: ordinary least squares
(Miedema & Vos, 1998)
Road Traffic: multilevel model
(Miedema & Vos, 1998)
Rail: ordinary least squares
(Miedema & Vos, 1998)
Rail: multilevel model (Miedema &
Vos, 1998)
A FICON, August 1992, p. 3-6, Figure
3.1
e USAF (1992) (From FICON 1992)
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Fignrr J: Dose-response relationships for transportation sources and wind turbines

Source: Graph replotted from Pedersen, E., & Persson Waye, K. P. (2004). Perception and annoyance due to
wind turbine noise—a dose-response relationship. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 116, 3460-3470.

The Health Canada study found IWT noise highly
annoying in a substantial number of people
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Health Canada
considers extreme
annoyance to be an
AHE.

13.7% HA at 40-46 dBA
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Data source: "Exposure to wind turbine noise: Perceptual responses and
reported health effects", TABLE IV. Perception of community noise and
related variables, Variable "Reporting a high (very or extreme) level of
annoyance to wind turbine features: Noise'~ D.S. Michaud et al, Health
Canada, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 139 (3), Ma1ch 2016.

At least 1 out of 10
people in project area
who were exposed to
levels >35 dBA were
highly annoyed.

Almost 14% of
people who are
exposed to levels
between 40-46 dBA
will experience high
annoyance.
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Common Human Reactions to IWT Exposure

t---------0-----------1
Nina Pierpont, M.D., Ph.D., and a pediatric neurologist,
described 10 symptoms, labeled Wind Turbine Syndrome,
in a 2009 book by the same name; many other researchers
have since observed similar symptoms.


Sleep disturbance





Headache



Visceral Vibratory
Vestibular Disturbance
(VVVD)









Dizziness, vertigo,
unsteadiness

Tinnitus




Ear pressure or pain
External auditory canal
sensation
Memory and concentration
deficits
Irritability and anger
Fatigue and loss of
motivation
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Sleep disturbance is the most well-documented symptom*

t---------0-----------1
 Leventhall (2003)

 Krogh et al. (2012)

 Minnesota Department of  Nissenbaum et al. (2012)








Health (2009)
Pedersen (2009, 2011)
Masotti & Hodgetts (2011)
Shepherd & Billington
(2011)
Shepherd et al. (2011)
Thorne (2011, 2013)

 Jeffery et al. (2013)
 Nissenbaum (2013)
 Paller et al. (2013)

 Palmer (2013)
 Taylor (2013)
 Kasprzak (2014)

*See Punch & James, 2016, for full references.

Sleep disturbance adversely affects health:
National Institutes of Health
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 Hypertension

 Negative effects on memory, temperament, heart

rate, heart health, and hormones
 Reduced capacity to learn new information,
concentrate, and recall information
 Lowered immunity to disease, weight gain; negative
effects on childhood growth and development,
muscle growth and tissue repair in children and
adults
 Negative effects on puberty and fertility
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Cape Bridgewater Study: Australia

t---------0-----------1
 In a controlled, visually blinded field study and a

separate laboratory study, Australians Steven Cooper
and Chris Chan showed that inaudible sound
pulsations of wind turbines, occurring at infrasonic
rates, caused unpleasant perceptible “sensations”
that were synchronized with wind turbine operation.
 Sensations included headache; pressure in the head,
ears, or chest; ringing in the ears; heart racing; or a
sensation of heaviness.
 Alternative explanations, such as the so-called
nocebo effect, have been refuted by finding a direct
cause-effect relationship between infrasound and
AHEs.
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Additional Documented Reactions to IWT Noise

--------0---------1
Anxiety
Migraine headaches
Motion sickness
Reduced quality of
life
▪ Visual blurring
▪ Vomiting, nausea
▪
▪
▪
▪

✓

Observations from Personal Interviews:
Michigan Family Residents
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--------0---------1
Comparison with Pierpont’s Wind Turbine Syndrome Criteria
(Information obtained based on checklist of 72 health-related conditions)
Symptom
Sleep disturbance

Mother

✓

Father

Son

✓

✓

Headache

✓

Visceral Vibratory Vestibular Disturbance (VVVD)

✓

Dizziness, vertigo, unsteadiness

✓

Tinnitus

✓
✓

Ear pressure or pain

✓

✓

External auditory canal sensation

✓

✓

Memory and concentration deficits

✓

Irritability, anger

✓
✓

Fatigue, loss of motivation

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Observations from Personal Interviews:
Individual Oregon Resident
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--------0---------1
Comparison with Pierpont’s Wind Turbine Syndrome Criteria
Symptom

Adult Male

Sleep disturbance

✓

Headache

✓

Visceral Vibratory Vestibular Disturbance (VVVD)

✓
✓

Dizziness, vertigo, unsteadiness
Tinnitus
Ear pressure or pain
External auditory canal sensation
Memory and concentration deficits

✓

Irritability, anger

✓

Fatigue, loss of motivation

✓
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An Additional Concern

t---------0-----------1
Alves-Pereira and colleagues: “Airborne pressure waves are ubiquitous in all human
environments and have played vital roles in the survival, evolution, and development of
the human species. Under certain conditions, airborne pressure waves can be perceived
as “sound” by the human auditory system. Under other conditions, they may be perceived
as a whole-body or partial-body vibration.“ (p. 1)
 Based on a series of laboratory and field studies of lower animals: “Exposure to infrasonic
and lower frequency airborne pressure waves can cause cellular and tissue damage
depending on frequency, dB-level, and exposure time.…” (p. 17)
 Biological systems affected include these organs, tissues, and systems:












Fascia
Connective tissue
Inflammatory processes
Vascular systems throughout body, including eye, liver, lungs, tracheae, coronary arteries
Cognitive deficits (probably due to brain damage and sleep deprivation)
Focal collagenous growths and hemorrhagic events
Changes in immune response, reproductive system, inner ear (vestibular and cochlear)
Genotoxicity

Source: Mariana Alves-Pereira, Bruce Rapley, Huub Bakker and Rachel Summers (January 9th 2019).
Acoustics and Biological Structures, Acoustics of Materials, Zine El Abiddine Fellah and Erick Ogam,
IntechOpen, DOI: 10.5772/intechopen.82761. Available from:
https://www.intechopen.com/books/acoustics-of-materials/acoustics-and-biological-structures.
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Specific vs. General Causation

t---------0-----------1
 Specific causation usually requires that a physician

determine what is causing the symptoms of an individual
patient (e.g., abdominal pain is caused by a gall bladder
attack).


Minimum requirements (IWT cases): Medical education, patient
contact, knowledge of acoustics and its effects on people

 General causation usually requires that a scientist (or other

expert) determine what is causing symptoms of people in a
particular population (e.g., cigarette smoking causes lung
cancer in a significant number of people).


Minimum requirements (IWT cases): Education in epidemiology or
other health-related field, research background, site visits, resident
interviews, knowledge of acoustics and its effects on people
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Correlation vs. Causation
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Correlation vs. Causation
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Bradford Hill Criteria (1965)

t---------0-----------1
 These criteria are widely used to establish a causal link between

environmental factors and disease (relevant WTN conditions in
parentheses):

(1) Strength of association (widespread reports of complaints)
(2) Consistency (consistency of reported symptoms across individuals)
(3) Specificity (consistency of symptoms across individuals and sites, without other known
linkages)
(4) Temporality (concurrence of symptoms with IWT operation)
(5) Biological gradient (dose-response relationship between symptoms and exposure
levels or distance)
(6) Biological plausibility (identification of role of hearing and balance mechanisms of
inner ear in causing specific symptoms)
(7) coherence (coherence with WHO, U.S., and some state noise guidelines)
(8) experimentation (cross-sectional studies, as well as multiple observations that
symptoms subside when individuals leave area and recur when they return to area)
(9) analogy (noise-induced Sick Building Syndrome)


All these factors have been shown, to various degrees, to link WTN and AHEs.
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Noise and health are linked directly and indirectly

0
Effort-Reward Imbalance
Stress-Energy
Cortisol
Noise
•Objective
measures
•Subjective
ratings

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

----------------------------------------------------------------1

Noise Annoyance

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------'

Health
•Burnout
•Sleepiness
•Depression

Schomer classifies the effects of audible noise and
infrasound on health (modified)
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Annoyance

Audible sound

Sleep disturbance
I
I

Infrasound

+

+
I
I

Health effects
Example: Wind turbine noise can
cause awakenings, and chronic
awakenings can lead to AHEs.

---►

Direct pathway
Indirect pathway
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How can WTN be limited?

--------0---------1
 Setback Distance: To protect human health,

recommendations in the literature include
minimum distances ranging from 0.5-2.5 miles.
The distance recommended most often by
researchers is 1.25 mi (2 km), but some now
recommend longer setbacks.
 Noise levels: Recommendations in the literature
typically limit noise levels to 30-40 dBA Leq.
Some regulatory agencies and local zoning
ordinances support limiting noise levels to 5-10
dB above prevailing background noise levels.
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How should WTN be limited?

t---------0-----------1


Maximizing setback distance

Noise levels vary based on distance, but not in a predictable doseresponse relationship.
 Noise levels also depend on terrain, number and size of turbines,
weather patterns, and turbine array. Turbine size and distance from
the receiver are two of the most influential factors.
 Typical setbacks of a half mile or less, intended to protect physical
safety from mechanical failure or ice throw, are NOT adequate to
protect general health and well-being.




Minimizing noise levels
This approach is generally more effective than using a specific setback
distance, but regulations based on noise levels are somewhat more
difficult to implement.
 Prior to project construction, noise modeling is often used to predict
noise levels; after project construction, direct noise measurements are
used. Because modeling is imprecise and often underestimates noise
levels, the levels should always be verified post-construction.
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Additional Considerations

t---------0-----------1
 Infrasound and low-frequency noise levels are

typically not masked by wind or other noises,
and cannot be controlled effectively by erecting
barriers, insulating homes, or wearing earplugs,
so distance is the only practical means of
achieving acceptable sound levels.
 WTN easily crosses property lines, so setback
distances should be based on the acceptable
noise levels at property lines, not residences (i.e.,
enjoyment of property, with waiver an option).

Physicians advocate for longer IWT setbacks,
but ….
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Dr. Nina Pierpont and many others have
recommended a setback distance of 1.25
miles (2 km).
 Dr. Ben Johnson, a cardiologist, recently
advocated for a 1.5 mile setback in
Madison County, Iowa:


“Resolved that the Madison County Board of
Health determines that there is the potential
for negative health (e)ffects associated with
commercial wind turbines and that current
setbacks are inadequate to protect the public
health. The Board encourages those entities
with jurisdiction within the County to require
a one and one-half (1-1/2) mile setback for
future wind turbine projects.”
Madison County, Iowa
August 8, 2019

A comprehensive list of recommended setbacks in the U.S. and other countries is
available at: http://www.wiseenergy.org/Energy/Wind_Ordinance/Setbacks.pdf.

Some major U.S. and international guidelines
are used to limit noise exposure
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U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

Noise Control Act (1972) and Quiet Communities Act (1978)
Not updated, but link noise to stress-related illnesses and other AHEs
ISO 1996-1 and ANSI S12.9 Part 4 Standards
Recommend 15-dB penalty for new noise sources in quiet, rural communities
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC,
2011) and NY Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC, 2001)
Recommend limiting noise levels to 5 or 6 dB above background levels; given
rural background levels of <30 dBA (1-hr. Leq) at night, nighttime IWT noise
often exceeds guidelines
WHO (1999, 2009, 2018)
Developed in Europe and used worldwide to limit noise levels for the purpose of
limiting annoyance and AHEs
Schomer and Pamidighantam (2017)
Recommend maximum permissible levels averaging 36-38 dBA, measured over a
24-hour period, to protect against substantial annoyance and AHEs from WTN
(based on four independent studies)

The WHO noise guidelines limit community,
transportation, and industrial noise levels
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 WHO (Berglund et al., 1999; community noise)




For continuous nighttime noise, indoor levels should not exceed 30 dB LAeq,
and outdoor levels should not exceed 45 dB LAeq. Single noise events should
not exceed 45 dB LAmax.
Special attention should be given to noise when background noise is low,
when noise is combined with vibrations, and when noise consists of lowfrequency components.

 WHO (2009; nighttime transportation noise)


Outside night noise levels should be limited to 40 dB LAeq, and night, inside
noise should be limited to 35-42 dB LAmax (based on transportation noises).

 WHO (2018; environmental noise, including IWT noise)




Wind turbine noise level should be limited to 45 dB Lden, which equates to
~38 dB LAeq.
This guideline does not provide a specific LAmax recommendation.

The 2009 WHO noise guidelines recommend minimizing
sleep disturbance and AHEs
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Leq(night,outside)

<30 dBA
30-40 dBA

40-55 dBA

Health Effects

No substantial biological effects
Affects sleep: body movements, awakening, selfreported sleep disturbance, arousals; vulnerable
groups (young children, elderly adults, persons with
chronic health conditions) more susceptible
AHEs observed (with vulnerable groups more severely
affected)
The above levels are long-term averages and are not
based specifically on wind turbine noise, which
contains more low-frequency noise than most other
industrial and transportation sources, on which these
levels are based.

Wor1d

th Organiution
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IPCB Regulations
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 Developed in the late 1960s and early 1970s to regulate








levels of non-transportation noise sources in Illinois,
with emphasis on nighttime noise
Based on limiting noise levels in narrow (octave) bands
of the frequency spectrum (1 hr, Leq)
If levels are at allowable limits in all bands, overall level
equates to 51.2 dBA
Dr. Paul Schomer, former Director of Standards for the
Acoustical Society of America, contributed directly to
development of IPCB (900-901) regulations
Schomer has described the IPCB noise limits as a neverto-exceed regulation, applicable to each octave band, and
has indicated they should not be applied to WTN
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IPCB Regulations (Continued)
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“The state regulations are these octave band
limits that were created 60 years ago. If I were
creating them today, I wouldn't use them.”
Paul Schomer, Ph.D.
Emeritus Director of Standards
Acoustical Society of America

Source: McLean County Zoning Board of Appeals, February 22, 2018, McLean County Government
Center, 115 East Washington Street, Bloomington, Illinois, Case Number SU-18-02, p. 508.
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Illinois Case Example: Post-Construction
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 The acoustician for the wind company indicated

compliance with IPCB noise regulations at all
frequencies except at 2000 Hz at 10 residences that
would be exposed to the loudest levels.
 My analysis indicated that, at one or more
frequencies, IPCB regulations were exceeded at 178
of 228 (78%) residences.
 Noise levels at residences of 17 plaintiffs who filed a
post-construction lawsuit ranged from 41-47 dBA.
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Kansas Case Example: Pre-Construction
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40 dBA Leq

38 dBA Leq/45
dBA Lden

36 dBA Leq

NonParticipants
Participants

186 (41.8%)

300 (67.4%)

337 (75.7%)

62 (88.6%)

66 (94.3%)

66 (94.3%)

Total

248 (48.2%)

366 (71.1%)

403 (78.3%)

Number and percentage of 445 non-participating residences and 70
participating residences at which noise limits established by three
authoritative sources will be exceeded.
40 dBA Leq (WHO
2009)

13 (46.4%)

38 dBA Leq/45 dBA Lden
(Schomer &
Pamidighantam, 2017;
WHO, 2018)
22 (78.6%)

36 dBA Leq (Schomer &
Pamidighantam, 2017)

24 (85.7%)

Number and percentage of residences of 28 plaintiffs at which noise limits
established by three authoritative sources will be exceeded.

A highly substantial percentage of residents overall, as well as plaintiffs in this case, would be
exposed to noise levels that exceed any of the three limits recommended by national and
international authorities.

Conclusions
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

WTN is a unique source of low-frequency noise that can lead directly
or indirectly to a variety of AHEs.
Infrasound has been linked directly to negative sensations and AHEs.
Noise limits and setbacks advocated by the wind industry are harmful
to the health of a substantial percentage of people.
Researchers have most often recommended a setback of 1.25 mile (2
km) to minimize annoyance and AHEs; some scientists and
regulatory authorities now recommend longer setbacks.
WHO guidelines (2009, 2018) recommend limiting noise levels to
38-40 dB LAeq; the 2009 WHO guidelines recommend limiting
nighttime low-frequency noise to 42 dB LAmax (inside) to protect
against sleep disturbance, the most common complaint.
While maximizing setback distance can effectively reduce noise
levels, limiting noise levels to those recommended by authoritative
sources is the most effective way to protect public health.
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Punch & James (2016): Summary Statements

t---------0-----------1
 “The available literature, which includes research reported by

scientists and other reputable professionals in peer-reviewed
journals, government documents, print and web-based media,
and in scientific and professional papers presented at society
meetings, is sufficient to establish a general causal link
between a variety of commonly observed AHEs and noise
emitted by IWTs.” (p. 54)
 “A pro-health view is that there is enough anecdotal and
scientific evidence to indicate that ILFN from IWTs causes
annoyance, sleep disturbance, stress, and a variety of other
AHEs to warrant siting the turbines at distances sufficient to
avoid such harmful effects, which, without proper siting,
occur in a substantial percentage of the population.”(p. 55)

For more information, see:
Punch, J.L. & James, R.R. (2016), Wind turbine noise
and human health:
a four-decade history of evidence
Summary
that wind turbines pose risks. Available from:
http://hearinghealthmatters.org/journalresearchpo
 Audiologists
should be able to identify:
sters/files/2016/09/16-10-21-Wind-Turbine-Noise Post-Publication-Manuscript-HHTM-PunchSources of low-frequency noise and vibration from wind
turbines,
James.pdf
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The potential adverse health effects, including
effects, from the audible and inaudible
Contact:vestibular
Jerry
Punch,
components of Ph.D.
sound from wind turbines,
jpunch@msu.edu
 Types of measurements required for characterizing
517-881-0852
wind-turbine
noise, and basic conditions under which
these measurements should be made, and
 The characteristics of guidelines that promote publichealth interests, as opposed to the financial interests of
the wind industry.
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Health Effects from Wind Turbine
Frequency Noise & lnfrasound

low

Do Wind Turbines Make People Sick? That is the Issue.
George Hessler, George Hessler Associates, Inc., Haymarl<et, Virginia
Goeff Leventhal!, Consultant., Ashtead, Surrey, United l<ingdom
Paul Schomer, Schomer and Associates, Inc., Champaign, Illinois
Bruce Walker, Channel Islands Acoustics, Camarillo, California
Do w.lnd turlJincs make peopl1: si,:k? Tlwt is a ,:ontcnt fous issue in Licens i.n.g wind l'Hrms, In parliculilr, low frequency sound
entissious (jnl'rasound uml "pnlsnd" aml st P,a 1ly low frequeu cy
sound) frt) m wind turbines lll'C blamed by 011ponr.11ts hut vigti rou~ly denied by (ll'Ojecl prupnnenls. This leatls lo an irnpns5c of
testifying ''experts.'' aml rogulntors must tlei:itlu on 1hr. ha~is nl'
witn ess ct·edibllHy for each pt'oject, leading lo inconslstm11 flmlings. This artir.le pn!sents tho opinions Df four ve ry nxpcr!P.nr.r.d
independent investlgalors with wintl lurhinc acoustics over the
past four dm:a,Ies. Tho latest Th.re.~hoJd-o(:lloaring rcscaJ'C:111!uwn
to 2 Uz is compared to today's mode rn wi11d ltrrliine emissions. It
is jointly cunt;lmfod that infrnsou"nd (0-20 llz) can almost lie ruled
uut, subjur.t to completion ofrccorurneuded prncllcal rc,search , and
lhal no new low frequency lin1it is rC<Juir.,rl. µro virle,I adectualc
"l\", woig htod lnvels a1·e mandntcd.
Claim5 of adverse h"~ltlt effects ~1·c m,1dr. liy i11dividu als and
nrgauiz11ol 1:n111nurnl Ly grn11p:; ul Mlllle oporaling wind lurhirrn si t~s
localed around the worl,l. i\i.lvttrse 1i-1blidly is intense al about u
doien oµeraling sites in t ho United Sllltos, Ibo United Ki ngdom,
Cnnadn, Sr.andinavia and Australia, He11Hb effects al11·ibutud Ip
wind turbines include sy11111lum.s si111ilor tu tl,os□ of 111otio11 sicknoss, such as, dizziness. nausea, vomiting and a goncral feeling
of discomfort or nol foeliog well. Sea s ick,wss (11 form or motion
$i1;k11Hss) is wall un.derstond as a clisturLance ol'l11e innur ea,·, anti
tJw cause is both obviou s and iadisptttuble. Motion sickness is morn
,.ubtle antl is causP.u by U10 lmi in reca ivirig cnnllicling me,;sages
aLo\tt wha t is seen by Uw oyc as opposed lo wha t is felt 01· s~nse<l. 1
r'or example, air sickness ca □ resul t from pl A ne motioo caused by
invisible turbulence in the Hlr, TodatH, uusud1 siu1ilHrt.:un nectio□
has been found nt winrl lurhina situ::, nlthou,ghsomo rosldonls cl11im
they can sense wlum wind turbines become opera tional without
Lanefit of sight or hearing.
It hr1s now been clemunslrated by multiple indopond,rnt re:;earchers tha t w!r1d turbines, like any other rotating fan . emit
nrnasurn hte tones nt tha blarle-pnssing fraquen~y (OPJl) nnd 11 p
t() about the fifth h1tr mo1~ic !llus broadband 1t()i ~H For a typ ical
lorga tJ1rtcJe-bladP.d wind 111rbi110 rotating at 16 RPM. tho BPF and
hannon!~ tnnr.s art: al frequencies nf0.8, 1.f!, 2.4, 3.2, 4 and 4.8 Hz.
Tl111sc very-low-l'rnq11enr;y tones are comme1nl)'1;nllad infr~.rn11nrl ,
defined as low-frnquency 111Jisc !11 Iha 0-20 Hz f1·cquijucy rang<1.
A b,inar dr.fi11ili1,n usnd l>y uno of the autltur~ is "puJseu LFN,"
since thn ton,:~ rcs:ill front nnnlysis ol' pulses produced by lower
Lladr. int()r1tcUon. The 0-20 {;z rneasuremeuts are 111! well below
thr. threshold of hmirinH, a.s ~stab li.~h11d hy urn latosl n1saart.:h at
frequencies down to About 2 Hz. But it might at lcasl bo asked: f\!'e
the pulses the inv!sibleso11rce of cnnflir,ling messages lo the brain?
Refortlnce 1 stales thnt messages "are delivererl from your lnnm
uiu·, yQur eyes (what you see), yo11r skin rnceplr>rs (wh11t you foe!)
and muscle a nJ jnint rnceplors," but thorn is t11e opr.11 rineslion
of wha(h•Jr thn low levol, of pt1 lsed LFN or intru;mwd from \Vind
l11rbi11,1S excite any of these rocaptors.
P1mnitlins autliori tirJs for ntl\\ projects must evnluate ndv~rse
lrnalth effer;l c l,Jlms presented a.i provan factual da la by opposition forces, counterP.1I hy pt'Ofed advocates Lhat 5tnle no phy~i1;al
link 1t1 health affocts has evor beon darno□slrntecl at wind turbine
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situs. This debate ht1s now raged for al lcasl a d~cade and is now
at an impas,m.
It has been thn firs! author's privll11ge a.ad pleasure tu Flssoci•
ate and r.ollnboratc with thrcn prominent co-a uthor Rdentists in
the wind h.1rbi rre ocoustical field, All four a11thors do no t doubt

for a mouurnt the sii1cerity and -~urreriug rir same residP.nts clnsr.
to w ind forms anti nther lnw-fl'cq nonr.y r.ources, and th is is the

1•casn11 all four would llke to r.onduct, conttibule or participate in
somestuclies that wouldsherl some light on Lhisis~uo, fl must also

be said thal" it is human natu re to oxnggern(,i griuvanco,; find tJ1at
somu i111o1lit11Live mt,rn111•0 11111st hu nic;u.lcl available tu comp,ms;itc
affoctr.d rn~Jd1mr.es.
The lirsl author has asked each co-author to independently summariim th eir opinions and recommendations oo how Urn currenl
imp~ssa can bo broken.
Current Research on the Threshold of Hearing
Res~arch to ITIP-!lsnre the thresbolrl.ofhqating ut low Ernqur.ndr.s
can be snn1mari2Ad in one gr,iphic (sM Figure 1). The highiji;[ and
low11St gray ba1·s Rn,:ampas$ llte rosults of LO studies over thu listed
30-yoar period that is aicc ly shown in the Noise & Health Journa.1.2
Tho,se nro the min. and mo,"<, al each t/3·oclave-bantl frequency rm
Any nf the to sturlies" Thr. grnphic also pl1JtS [SO 2Z6:2003(E) thiit
t:ove r$ th~ entire audi ble r>1ng,i from 211 Hi 10 12,500 Hi (plotted to
1non I rz). T ho grooa l ino r.omos lrom Projoct EARS funded by the
:1ww,Sane1V.com

1
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f'ig11re 2 T)'rlcal winrl /11rMnR spP.r:tm 11ml l~vr./,,; co1111mtetl lo lhresholc/ of
hearing al law frc,.1,wnci,,;;.

Gurnpean Union111n,J rerrnsenls "acLeptance levels" ba,;e,:J on lhl.!
1n% r~rc,1,llil1i hoating Ihrcshuld values clel1mnined in the EARS
P,ilj~ct and ls tho latest rese~rch on the subjr.cl.

Defining the Proble m
How1l1rns ILl'N from a ntocliirn win d form ~ompnni to lhc abovu
s ummary'/ Figul'o 2 roplots U1c r.ontcnLs of Figure l , all i11 blue,
and adds lhe measured spei;Lra and overall levels al th.rcn lm;;itions from" stutly"1funi.lnrl hy Clean Wisconsin (Ho environmeutal
orgnnizntfoo) and the state of Wisconsin. Thls study was carried
out al a wind farm locot~J among rMldonccr. in n quiet cuvirou1minl ofrc~irlcnces and farmland, typicnl of wind fann sites in the
1\ arndcan miclwcsl and northeast. Response al U1is .~iii! has Leer1
f!dverse, to say the very least. Th~ tlu-ee plo ts am near residencn&
rtJp11rt~cl tu bu nb,mdoneJ due hi udvcirsn lwallh effecLs. Several
things may bo deduced form this plot.
Fi.rsl, Lhe wind farm was designed to a stdn(lard of 50 d81\ at
no npnrt[cipating resid1rnces, and thnt levt!l is riot endorsed by any
of these fum authors. All of us have hce1ull or near 40 dR1\ for many
years. H3d 40 dBA been used, lhore wou ld uot be a wlnll Lu1·l>l11e
as close as 1 l OO l'Aet at R2 , whArn a level of 48 dBi\ was measurnrl.
Wind tL,rhin11 sou11d was r,rndily d~LectahlP. by tha lest engineers
al Rl!., l,ut nol al RI and R3 whore lcvols aro less Lhan 40 dBA.
Second, the levels al all the residem:es iu Ute infrasound rn 11gP.
(0-20 Hz) are far below perc~ptiblP. levels in this rangn. This
stro11gly suggiists the srnrrr.e or nuy nw;sngc lo tlui l,rain is not
fr11rn wind turhln,: infraM11ncl dirr.r.tly bul 111ay or.curils audible
Lf'N or pulsing LrN at the blade-passing fre11uency well insidP.
U10 infrasound range.
Third, a wind lurbina is not a dassic LPN noisP. source - a
sourco heavily weighted with LrN. Such sources typic;illy h.we
C-weightad !ovals 15 or 20 dB above A-weighted levels. Obserw
from the plol lhat C-weighted levels are botb rel a Lively low (<CiO
dBC) based untypical C-w~ightecl ~11id~linus, iind tl,e C-t\ diffetenlial is less than l5 do.
Tn un<le1·stand just how dlificull Lliis issue is, consider lhal lfo~
rnsidenl~ (husband. wife anrl young buby) al R2 experienc~d their
diild awakeniog at night screaming, l,u1 not 011 nights away !'rum
borne. Th,1 wifo was highly aimoycd, and lho husbAnd bad o;no
problem ol all"' with winJ turblno sound, Add to thi.q tlrnl thtire
Is a hama acro~.s the ~tn,P-t, Lhe ~~me ,n~t~nce and clirer.tion from
WW'H.5afldV,1..om

U1e turbine. bu t the ow1ier& accept ''good neighbor" payments.
Could any payrnenl be euough if suffering serious health offecl:;'(
And ln.~l, 1h1HQ nro thousn uds of lnndownr::rs tha t lease U1nir
loud for wind turbines and live very r.losc to lul'liinos. [[ is hard to
almndon the notion thal higher levels closer lo Ute source should
protlt1ce l1igh1:r l!!vals ofal"fo,:leu rnsitlenls, but H recunl large-scalo,
long-term nw;rsurcmcntsu1·voy ia Australia showed rrncnrrelaUon
b1Jtween complaint loca tions and nrna~urml l,, vnls.
It woL1lcl su,rn1 om: promising direction of a study could bo
oxtenslvo interviews of such folks exposed to high love!.~ of wind
turbine noise that t:ould reveal comrno n symplorns and/or lite
number of folks seriously aITectod,

Opinions and Recommendations of Geoff Leventhal!
Wiud Turbino Noise 1111d Health. Wind ll.lrhi □e noise spans a
range Erom below I Hz up to 10 k(l1. or moro. A on1!-third•oclavo
Spijclrum typicall y dro[JS off al belw~en 4 tln/oc:tave and 6 dB/
octave. Blacle•passing tones Bre added into the falling spoctrum in
tho rnngn from 11bo11L 1 H1. In 7 or B Hz and have n1mnij lly disappeared from tho r.pcctrum by lO l-lz. alLbough Ll,ey may reapp11or
al a law levnl al higher fre4u(:11~ies. (Zajarnllck, l-[ar1s en el al.
2Ulfi). Tho high corrolatio11 bQtwonn wind lltrbine dBA ond dBC.
(Keith, Feder el al. , 2016) is explained by thi8 genoraliied falling
spP.clr11m from i nfr~sound to high froquenr.ies , also described by
Tachibana et o/. , wbo found 4 dOA per octave fa JI.off (Tachibi1nt1,
Ya nob el al., 201'1).
Sounu lavol al noarosl residential dislnnces of, say 500 m, may
be around GO clB at to Hz, wbi lo UJe hearing lhre:;hald is close to
100 dB al this frijquency. 1\ falling sp~clrnm of 6 dO/octave (20
1lB/cl~cn1lo) givP.-s 80 dil ul 1 H1. for Alevul of 60 dB at 10 l-lz. The
hearing threshold is not well known at I Hz but is likely tu bc1 aboul
130 dB, since measurements have shuwn H threshold of 120 dB ut
2.n Hz (Kuehler, Fedlke <.'I al ., 20 15)
Levels o[ wind turb ine infrasonic: blade Lonas art! well bP.lnw
our normal hearing threshold, whi le at higher Ereqllencies, say
30-50 Hi, the l>h1dt! harmonics, if present, rnny approach mediun
lhrosh,1ld. (Zajnm.~ek, HhnS1!11 et CII., ZO 16),
Wind turbine sound tlur:tuates duo lo shnrt-term vui~ticins i11
propagation, witJ1 typical maxinrnm n111;1ua1ions of about 15 dB
(Br~ynnrl );1mP.s 2n I I), Wind tnrhinP l11w-frerp11111cy naL~,: nol'ru~lly
hr.r:omns j11:,t a11dihl o to lhn ovomgn li~te111Jr at frequencios ahovo
40-50 llz. lligbcr audible freque ncies. 25U-10/lO Hi from aumdyuamie noise may vary In level al tl1e l,lade-passlng [niq11ency,
giving amplitude mod1rlalioo (swish) of ~bout once per second.
Frequendes in the high~r kiloherlt. range a.rn heavily atlenunt1:1d
by nir nbsorpUou nnd nra not norma lly a fac:tor in wind turbine
noise al residence3,
f1oes wind turbine noiso, as expcrlenced al typical resiciontial
dlsLancl.ls. affect health Lhrou~h either rlir~cl or indirect mechanisms? There is wide variation in buman responstl to audibl~
noise, especial Iy to low levels of noise like that prod uce<l by wind
turbines, but these low levels are nol known lo bavo direct and
advarsH physiolngi1.il effects IJTT 111~ hody. Th11 ttH·m "physiolngical
eITucl!i" musl be useJ taru [11lly, since any respons~ to a slinrnlu:;
·is a physiological offect. 'rho great majority or thes~ responses am
harmless. beneficial or essential lo our- propor functionin!':,
F igurP 3 shows a simpliller.l r.liAgrnrn nf lhA h earing pm,;~ss.
501ll ANNlll!:f1SARY ISSUE
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l,md1111: lo 1•11n:,1µ li1J11 111111 r,1s11m1.~11 1., 1, ,wis" (l.nv~nllt.111 t1Jl)11)
l11p11l rttJi~n is dulected, slimul.iting perception via tl w ,111dit,iry
cnrtP.~ llespnnsu, lh,J rsM1)li,1u In percepllon. is very vari,,blo, as
in Fi~11n, I, d"pu11di111, t.111 nmny po1sun.il nnd .~lt1111llu11 ti f,t1:1t1rs
anti ~u11clilioned bv uulh prnvious experiences and 1:urt'cr1I oxpcctalinns Respons~ lo lhP. SllllHl rwise from within a larg~ group
in ighl rang 1, from passive ,i r.i:cpt;i nr.P. (I 1:~11 lw~r it. b1il il d,ws 11c, l
tmtlwr mu) 1<1 nggressivo r~~cnt111m1l (1 c:~1\'t stund this 11•1ise - it's
mining my lifo).
D~yli111,J di~l11rhar1r:,1 l,y m1isr. lend.~ In irri1111iu11 and avf!rs ion,
wlttlP-sl\!AI>di:;turhanca may be Jll Jdditio1\al 11ighl ol'fect, ultho11gh
lovcsligalions }rnv11 shown similar 11umue1·s or poll!' sleepers und
gciod sleepers lloth c los1i lo ~nd nm1olH from wind turbines (NissAnbHu111, /\rn111111i et al. W l:I) [Jnlali, Nczhad-1\lu11;11H el u/. 2016)
(Mid1aur!, 1-'ndor el al., 20 J 6). Cog11i1ivu behavioral thorupy rml11<:fi.~
disturbance from noiso through a tHoi.:es~ or t!oso11silizalion nn<I
rnn !m_µruvr. sir.op ;ind quality of life (Levan lltall, Roherlsu11 el
nl., 20l2).

Tho main effo,;l of low levels of L1nwa11led audiblo sound i ::
,:reatirrn uf hostile roaclions and nognlivo thoughls. le,1ding to
stress and lo tho nd,;erse health offacts that might follow. Strnso
has difforenl iuleusilies, ranging from cataclysmic even ls (war and
lmrthqualrns). tu aculn porso111il st.ross (lwru1tvvmcnl), and lo cl.u-oni(;
low l~vel stress (long-term illness or persislout personal problems)
(B1m luu uuJ Lev1mthall. '1994). SITass from ,vi nd turbioes, if il
Arises, is normally luw lave! hut. ir1 A vttrY smHll number of people,
ii may bocome iJ1lenso aad ova,poworingso Lh~l oppos!Lion lu wind
lttrbinos is the dominating 11moti,m in their lives. Unfo1-tunatcly.
c,rncenlraling attenUon on an unwonted noise nggrav~tes any problenrn. 1\11Ucipntory stress also occurs fo llowing approval of u wind
farm ,altbo11gli ll ll11s n.it yet Loen built, u11J a few an.~ious re~ideors
may oxpel'ioncc similar symptoms to those thal they bnllev,1 tn Ii«
associated with ~n aclivP. wi nd fHrtn (Mrnc:ittk, Banas el rrl.. 2tl"l5).
R,rnr:llon lu 1101.,f!. cspuciully low-lf:vul nnl~•I. i~ h1rgely conditioned by nllittttles to the noise and its source. Noise lnvol
contributi;.~ only Rhtiul 20-,10% of lhr. total ~11noy11nr.e from noise
(Joh. lOHH), while fee.lings, fear aud opinions shape many nr 0111·
responses, in/luanc:ing tolerance levels. N~gH livo emotions give on
additio nal impoct to 110 umvaotcd slirnulus. The altitudu~ of ne,1rby
residonts toward wfnd turlJines is a major fat:tor in the effects that
turbin~s rn~y hAV!! un the ir h,mltlr (~1tl1in, B11rns tJl n l., 2014), IL has
bi!On shown tJ1at sham exposurns lo infrasound, (Crichton, Dodd
el al., 2014) or lo sbarn eieclric fields (Witthoft aml Rubin, 2013)
protl11i:e symptoms 111 those who h~ve ber,n pri111od lo expect an
effoct fro111 cxposurn. 'l'hP. human hdug is clcurly very complex i11
its reaction~ tc, pl1ysical and psychologkal stimuli.
Lnfmsouncl has a special place in tliscussions of tJ10 health effects
111' wind turbines, wilh many daims conttired on direc t p11tJ1ological
Interactions, initially fostered by media scare stories originating In
the 1960s a.nd ~till cor1ti1111i11g (Lov,rnthall, 2013:1).
[n his 1974 pripnlar scir.nce book Supemulure, Lyall W~lson
Jiascrihed iufrasuuud us causiug deaths ("foll down dond or1 th1:
.9pot"). while focusod infrusou11il "can knock a building clown
as effeclivttly as a major earlh1p111kc ," This is unfounded, but an
aura
mystcrv anti danger persists orottnd infra.sound dttep in
the minds l?f ruany people. where it waits for a trigger lo bring ii
tn the surface. /\ recent trigger, heavily n1anipulalAd by o bjectors
a11d media, has 1J1rn11 wind turi)l11es (Dij ig11an, HHrvey ut al.. ZO 13).
A concept [mm psychology i~ tho "trutheffocl," whir;h ~.-q.1lains
how we r::an develop bu lief' in false statements through their rer11,1li·
Hon bv 01J1crs (Hcnkol and Mattson, 2u·t I)
• We -believe sh1lem111\ls 11ml /J.re repl!llted. especially L,y differenl
sources.
• Th!! path lo our bcliaf i.~ 111,irle easier by ead1 prnvit.1us repetition.
Advertising and political propaganda ,Lre dear examples of th,:
operntloa of the lrnlh effect, which is also know n as "illusory
truth!'
We nil nlso h,lVfl our prr.forrcrt bP.liefa When lhr.re !:; a dmictJ,
we tend lo believe what we wish 10 believe. We feel comfortoule
wbo11 ou.r ex.isling beLiefs arn confirmed, and if we have become
antagonistic lo wind 11,rbines we rt1adily absorb negativ~ slale1110ats abnt1I them.

nr
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Su1110 nbj~r.lors lo wiud turbines f'Urther lhci,· cfl11$<1 bv g ,H1,11·, 1f .
ing alllciely u11111'f~ch L111 health. pMticularly r1'0111 infrnso11nJ u11J
lnw-fl·~quu11cy noisr.. ill pnplrl~linn~ close la 11rupustid wi11d farrns.
f'~,sistcn l ropnlili11r1 th,it in1'ra$011nrl from wiml turhi,tos wi ll i:,1,1s0
il lness develop, str,1ssf11l r.,rn,,,H·nN iu rnr.idonls, uul rnpntilion is
11cilh111· cvidu11ce nor proof. [lt.1wtlver, o zwcolio eff11c\ may uccur,
by whkh c,xpcc:lnlion of an oult;ome rnay lead lo roali,c1lion of 1hal
w11J;on1n (Cnapman, fnshi P./ ril., 2014).
Th1:r11 MOa large numbm· of coordinated ohjnulor gruups worki<1g
inlornu liuno lly, t\ web page (hpu~ lh111:1.1 1li,<!.1,1,1.mJ, ,ml) givP.s
linJ..s lo more than 2000 groups lliHI share inJorn1otio11 ou wind
t11rl1iJ1os, whil,i soma makr. 11ns11li~tantialetl, ouecdotal claims ;ibmll
their effects. l lowever, there is no doubt tJrnt when stress-is persi~•
lent it 10ay rnsult in somalit: effects iu a ~malt numbo1 of people
who hav~ a low-~opi11g c,1p~dLy, nlLhough the obi lily to cnpP cau
he onh~nr.ed (Luv1mlhall, l<ohorlson o/ ul.. 2U 12].
In considering infTnsouud nncl other suu111l fr11m wi11d turbines.
il is nec:e:;sary lo taku a Yary analy tic.-11, cri tic.al, unemotional viow
of the topic and la r,mrnin free of the inllucnce or i11corroc1, but
frequently rnpealutl , statements.
Tht1re b no uvidf:111:r. lhal inaudible infrnsnund from wind tu.rbimis affects h,rnlth, hul thorn a.re iudico.lion~ &om exp1is11rn tests
thal il docs not (To11in. Bretl el al,, 20 ICl), Inaudible iofrasouad bns
1101 he~n shown loai'focl thasu ~xposecl. but just ,rndil,le inrrnsottnd
has a slcop-inducing offocl (Lancl,5lr-i:im, Lundstrom cl c,I., 1911:J).
Comparisons have been made of levels of infrasounrl from wind
l11ruinns <1l dwoll111g~ w'ilh Lho lcvcb of infras<Jund Ihat □ccu.r from
man-made sources i11 urban and induslrial areas and also levcl,i
lh~l oc~ur naturally in coastal anti oth~r regions. The infrasound
HXposurP. leve ls are similar (Turnbull, Tumor et al., 2012).
Thc1·c is n persistent microbarom frequency of ab,l11t 0.2 I lz
Cilused hy iJ1lerar.ling sea waves, which gotis to liiglt levels clllring slorms, propngating long rlisl ~ncos nvur land. Mic:rol:;iaroru
six-hour averngijs have heen measured i11 the region ofG0-70 dD.
wh ilo power spoctrnl donsiLies as high as 120 dB al O.:.! Hi: havn
hr.en observed (Shams, Zuckerwar et al. , 2013). w~ are aol nffectijd
hy this i11fra~olt1Hl, which is nt ltigh~r st.1und press11ra levels than
wind turbine infrasound al 0 .2 f!z.
lnvesligali1)11s lo Ii nd >1 Iink ufltwee11 inrrnsolrnd from ·wi.L\d lu rhincs and adv~rsc physiological effects include work hy Sall, who
used high-level 5-Hz inJ'rasound to bins tbe heal'ing of guinea pigs
and notnd that th~ n11lijr hnir coils (OHCJ rosponded lo this stirnu•
Jus. The l'cspoose lhreshold was lower than the hearing thrr.shuld,
wbicb i.., determined by 11,e inner hair cells. Sall useJ the single
measurement as fl point m1 an OHC ihreshold curvo 011d deducer!
-on 0 1!C ll1reshold for humn11s by considering the low-frequency
mechanics of the ear and comparison of human sensitivity with
guinea pig h~Hring sensilivily. The human OHC lhreshold was
dotormlnerl as 100 dB Hl t.0 Hz. falling by 40 (18 /docado, so that it
meets the inner-hair-cell lhrr:sholtl at about'IOO Hz {Salt and l-11.1llf!I,
2010), They conclude: "The fact that same inner ear componouL,
(such as tltij OHC) may res~ond tu i nfrnsound al the fruquencios
and l11v11ls goneralad hy wind tu.rhinos doos not necossorily m ~ai1
that lhey will be perceived or disturb function in any way. On lhe
contrary though. if infrarnnnrl is affecting r:ells anrl slr11ctures ~I
l1ivels th~l cttnnot be heard. this l~aLls lo thtt r,ossibilily that winrl
l11rblno noir.c r.o ul<l h,i inllu,rndng funr.lion or causing unfn111iliar
sansalions."
Wind llirbi1ie ~missions are genor"ally below tho OHC threshold
Sl/ !hill, under lhesa circu111stances, tJ1e thrnshold is not rolevant to
wind turhinll infntsnunJ. 1'hc i:ffct:ts of stimulation of the OHCs
remain unkllown. The OHCs are the main component ol' 1he
cochlear ampli.fier and are conli.nuously active, bein:;: the source
of oto;Jcoustic emlssioas (Ashmore. t\von <:I al. , 2010). Bul wind
forms al wli.ich nnusca and similHr ~rrcct.'l ar" reporterl , may have
a speclrwn that is entirely below the Sall OflC threshold, so tJ1al
it is aot exceadonco of thls threshold that is U10 c11ust1 of distress,
Salt's furUter publicalions. seeking In support Urn ;irlvtarse effo,;ts
or in.frnso1111d, use exam phis in whir:h Lha frequencios and levels
are higher t11un tJ10s~ from wlnd turblttns (S~ll and Lkht1mha11,
20'l4.). As pointed cu l by Dobie, Salt and Licht1111hHn, quo te effu,;ts rn~1tlling frnm 1ll H,; ul 100 rlB anrl 120 dB and from 50 H·1.
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~I 85-05 dfl {Dol,ir:, :w l4). Those lmv,rr11,111m11·y p11ru lune, at!t uot
dirodly relr.vanl to wind lurhin<! nfliS(!, wbtch dor-:1 11111 t,<Julain
such high-l~vel tm1us. S1111•~ r:onn~r.linn nf'/1is work In \"1ml l111•liino
i11fras.H1nd is 11UI yul ,:onviiu:ins
Over tJie pasl 115 ye;irs, popular,ailluro has nllrili11tcd 11 numbt:r
of unplea~«nt. HVen fatal, 11ffocl,~ to inl'raso11nd, bul none has l11rn11
~usla111P-d Iii• nv idenr.o. Crmr;,•rns nr1 iuuurlihlr inl'rnsnund from r.urr,1111 designs()( wind L11rbiue,; commenced 10-·rn y~am ago, linked
lo objcclions ICJ lhH grnwth
wind forms, ~ncl hnvc nr.1:cl11rn l11,I
uv,:r th e past 5·10 yoars. fl is iaevi1>1bl~ llrn l, in ilif. nh•,c11r:1' or
1iond ~11ppor'ling □vidonr:o, lhes,1 spoculativ~ claim~ will h11r:n111~
rliscrnr!ited over llto 11t1xl n-10 yea!'s.
At tlie prn:rnnl lime. com:lu~i uns are:
• AudiLl'l wind lltrbino noi.so Aels lhrough am10yau~e am.I 5ll·e5s,
whlcli UJay laarl lo poor sleep quality, o::pualnlly i11 hostil a
puopl11. f-lustillly i~boii:;lt1011od l,y the actions ofobjecloq;rnuµs.
Ther~ is 110 known direct r.f'for.l 0 11 hualth from the low !1:vels or
audib le wind turbine uoiso. I lnw~vcr. 8lrnss muy devt!lop from
an individual 's r811Clirm to thi, turbines,
• There is unestablished ovirlenr,o lh«t tho inaudib le infrasound
from wind l11.rbi a~s affocL5 health, but U1nra ara indiwllions lhal
ii doos not.

ur

Opinions and Recommendations of Paul Schomer
Cmrnnlly, r think this grot•p of fn11r finiJ oursalvos in 11111 follow•
ing sitt1ali\ln: Wu all Agre~ thnl soun1I 001-viog through 1110 cochlea
is not the sourco of probloms bolow Lhc threshold of h11aring. That
5laleroeot leavos lwu of what I will c:all lechnical possibilitia.1. On~
p1Jssibility is Llml thllm aro pnlhwnys othor than lhrougL the to~hlea
fo1· the iafrasound lo gel to lhe brain. A seconrl po~silJility is that
lo tlale we have mis,101! so11wtlting in the nud ible sound rnngc tbnt
is Uw smu-ce ol' problems or L11nt both of thosr. ,qiL11alio11s e:dst.
Arn Tlmrn Nunr.llch l<rnr Paths fur l111'rasouml tu Rc.i<:11 tlrn
Braln? ThH foll owing ls a 1·alntivP.ly .qi111pl11 study tlial 1,ould t~sl
whether individuals who claim they Cilll delecl thn L11rni ng 011
1111d uff of l11rl1inHS can ;,r,(1rnlly dLJ IJ1is wil-l10ul visual or audible
d1.ais. 1'1.im·u am al luust ~ few small groups i.u Llw United Stales,
Australia, and r.,rnarla that r;laim lo hnve this ability. The rnsulrs
,:ould bo lhnl none of thoso p1:oplc i:oulrl dr.le('.I lhe lurnins on
and off. or it could be lhe reverse and everyone would be ahle lo
dutecl the turning on or l111·ning uff. ll is lik1!ly that tho result will
be suruowhorc in bolwean.
In Shirley, Wi:;c;()nsin, th.ere al'e rcsidonts who sny thny havP. thi s
al.Ji lily. This study c:01ild 1111 L'tmd ily performed i11 Shil'lr.y; hnwevr.r,
it requirc:s Lhu coopmaliou rir Llio energy company.

Suggested Test 1
Cnnsidor the two housos i,1 Shirley whore !here is 110 Audible
sound; tho H-1 housa and tho R-3 house. Tho rnsidr.nls ul' thn
lwuses. and uthor~. who wuu ld bu subjects. would arrive ol t}ir.
hrn1s1i wilh tho wind lurhi1111s off. Thu ltisl llsolr would likely take
0.5 lo 2.5 hours to porform.
Sometime during Llw first 2 hours, the wind turbi1rns(sl tliut ilnd
be~11 designated l,y lhe rnsid~nls a:; thu turbines they could deter.l,
might or might 11ol be lunwd on, II would bu IJ1e reNiilenls' task In
s1mse Llus "tum on" with iu snmc rcnsonnblo limt1dc-!llignaled by the
msidonts -suy LO or 30 minutes. Correct responses, "hits," wou ld
be ,:urre~tly s13usin~ the tt1rbi111:1a btlinij !urned on, or se11si11g no
change if Uu,y w,iro uot lurnod on. ln,;Qnm;I mspoo:;1Js, "wisses."
wtJuld be failure lo son.son turn on whr.n lhe turbi ne.~ w~re turned
on. ur "raise alarms" would be seasing a turn on whou the tu rhinw.s
were no! tu rned on. Similar lests 1:mrltl nul nm;essarily be dnnc
starting will• I.ho turb ines 111iti11lly on be1:ausP. the subjects, when
son,~itiierl. find it more difllc ult to sr?nso n turn off. More information about Lliis test can be found in Schomer el al .. .!O 15.
P ossihleOverluoke,I Audible Path. This p,1lbwoy fo predicatoJ
on several key facts descrilrnd below. The nrnin hypothesi, is that
the P.iP.clJ•ic µowr.r being garrnruled c!rnnge:; the acoustic signal
witl1oul changing the /\-weighter! level. If t·bc electric power corrnlates better lhan A-weighted level ln suhjecl response, Uten Ihis
would indicate lhot Lhe electric power beiag genera ted controls
som1111sp-~r.l nf tht1 iH>t,nrl lh11t tli.1 ~ubjP.cl~ am sr.nsing. Thls is
www.SillltJV.co,n

lmporl1111l rill' l1V<1 r1J11Ht11I•;•
• Thr. subjerts are iacnpnulo ol hnving dutaih1J lwuw lutlg1J 0 J
the eleclJ ii:: p•Jwer.
• 1r1his is all tru,1, ii is sumuthing llrni is polo111lully currnd~l.rl~.
f'acls:
• Disr;11ssinrr wit/, Gc:ofl l.1/Vt:nlltull. t\l ,·1110 poinl wbo11 I s 11g!,•J.~l1irl to Luvu11lllall th11l :rn ,111.! 4U y<mrn ago , llvJ rop ol'tod
effects were very similar lo toa~y·s roporti;d effects nn1J that we
ltad much lhtt samtt problem, hHl'flnrnrkud iii.it the sound al that
lim~ purii1tl wrrs lmv-i'rnq1rnncy u11tlilil11 sou,HI nl nl'Qund illJ-50
l lz. Thu probloms with inli'a~ound and l1Jw-frequu11r.y noiso
t.h.i!L occurretl 30 and 40 y1Jnrs ngu i., lh,it th,,y pro, I11cc lho samd
syrnpl0111s ;1s today, hut wen: for l'l'Of[U!lncies in th~ 40-50 Ht.
rang,, - nnl in[rnsoull(l.
• Steven Cooper. Coopl-lr fi11ds a11tl ropurt.q in his Capo Uridgo
Water Study tlrnl tho suujecl 's 1w,po11~0 1:orrnlalerl 111, ller lo t!tu
clnolric powr.r hoing gancri1ttid. to turbine operations hoveri,1g
al'ound cut ln speciJ, and lo large t:banges in tlie electric 1iower
being gP.noralP.d rather than to tliu acut1slir. signnl.
• llwrm Walker. "I did a lot of work wiU1 Ha.1rnen's r.loa,1est dal,1
sol. Whr. n tlrn oxrrarrwly nail'ow band spectrum was plolled on
H linear fret1u1mcy scale, it conforrned pretty wr-11 to sin(x)/x
cnvclopu with !obos al ZI', 30 nnd •15 l L~ (rnoro o r luss) and line~
every blade-passing frequency. The lines in lbe 45 Hz !oho wQ1Jld
co111biu11 i nlu fl wav11 pa\:kat Lhal exwetl~d U10 ~udib lu threshold
briully onco evory blarln p:1$S. Walkor a1ldod, "Orm Uiing l 've
observed with modern IOO•flleler flJlors is that wh,m prnd11dng
power. tlv, lrlnrl11s doOecl axially lo pass pretty close lo the tower
nllilI' Ll1c Uµ, i.nto n region wheru tho upstream Dow doficit could
be significant. Ll ioug l, not sepa.raleu as in downwind designs.
Overly nggrossivr. pitch pl'Ogromrui11g could cause periodic brief
stalls that migL
1l produce the reqttisilestecp edge nn the pulses."
• Disr:ussilirr.~ <ti 1/w ASA 11wr.ti11g irr Sr,// /.akc City. Discus$ions
nl Lhe monti11g mado it cloar L11at tho frequoncy may nnt be
limited lo Mi ffa hut 111ay u,1li:1sed on the monufocturnrand the
spcr.ifir~~ of the hlndcs. II \v:1s alsf! suggesltrd that these fr0rp1encies might interact witl1 chest cavity resonances. l{ainford anrl
C:rndwdl (2012) G11rl, using llrnir proc~dw-e outlinl':d in Raiul'ord
(201)6) lhal U1e lypi~al cl.!esl cavity has a l'Usonaace ,ti about 50
Hz. This doos nnl soem In IJ11 a fo,;lor, si n1x1 Leveatlrnl I repol'ts
that bnlow 80 dlJA, al 50 Hz thm'o is no chest cavity rcspoose.
• George Hessler. Tbe measurements at Shlnily show a rP-latively
conslanl 11oi~r. being g1mrirated during Iha day anrl limo of the
R2 nrnnsurorncnts. However, t·hn n111aSUL'oJ acoustic lc1vcl ,va~
1.5 dB below the expected levr.l for full power \vith ~ Nord cx
N-100 /l!iUO win tl t11rbim1, the turliinn used a l ShiTlay. Nordex
lilcraluro rnports thal thu acnust[r, nutpul of tho N-100/2500 ls
a r.011sta111 l'n r wind splleds mon~urerl 111 u h~ight of10 melo1·s.
/\1 a winrl speed of 4 mis, the Nordex sound lev□ I is down
about LO dll from thn ruaxi1.1111111. Wind l11rbine nl.lise vs. wind
speud plots aro unuwul. As the wind s1Jc~tl iucreusp,;; from n, It
l'eat:bes a speed whr.re the rotors of the turbine cao start lo tum.
From ll1i.~ p11111I, LhH 1111ise from thfl lurhinn b,:gias a11,:J goes
up ratl1cr rapiJly willr increasing wind speed unlil it reach0$
a lrnnsiliou p lal,:an whern Lim snund 1.,vel no longr.r i11r.rnns,1s
wil.11 wind spr.e<l. l-low11ver, lb1? p,Jwcr g1rncrated by a wi ad
l11rl1i11u guos l•P mur.li mure gradrrally i11 power as o l'1111clion
of wind sp1:od 1111d nn ly reAch,is its rnaxlroum srwernl met er.'!
p•ir sHcuud obovc the ucousUc lirnil. Tim result is IJ1a1 for n wiry
small chauge in sound level geaeratorl hy th<! w-iorl turuine, therc
t:HII b,; 11 v~ry lilrgH change in the electric power g,rneraled. This
is lnui for tlw Nord13x N-to0/2500. T11ble l i s compiled from
No.rdHx litcra turo ond givos the rolsllonsh.ip shown bctwe~n
acoustic power emitted and elcctricnl power generated as a
f1111clion of wind speed.
• Geoff Lcvunth11 /I, Levenlhal I r9ports tltat tho h.iglwst renction to
low-frequency sciund orcurs in lhc 40 In 50 Hz range. However.
h.is data Wisuro 4) show nfornsl equal msponses in the 30 lo 4.0
Hz range aod lhe 70-80 am! llfl-90 Hz rongAs,
• Shirley Report, The Shirley report sbows lovols of 25-30 dB in
the 40-50 H;,: range, and it shows ruom resoaanc:P.s and possibly
sorno wnll re,oarrru:os. Ronm rns11nancB.s are io tho 35-100 H;1,
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rang«. W;il l rcso11a111:,is ara typ ir.:ally i11 the 10·30 Hz.range.
• 7'hre.~l,old o/ f /auring. Tho pulses, roughly 0110 ptir s,:concl, that
resul I from th,1 hl tulus passing the support lowr.r, appcnr lo
lrnve about a 10% duty r.yde and wo11lcl drop tlw thre.sholri of
audibili ty hy al.imtt 8 to ltl dU l'igu1·n 1 ,hows threshold rif
audihility basud on several Gourtos 11long with tho lowest an.I
highest levels of audibilily al n given frequency. These levels
arP. rnr continuous sinusoid.,! signals. With 11 to% tluty cycle,
Ute thresholds go down by ubout 9 dB. For lhe most sensitivu
subjects. lhi~ indit;ntcs II U1.,.ushuld or huaring of ttbuul :J l clJ3 at
50 Hz to 35 dB al 'l.0 Hz.
• Bruce Walker. o..uca Walker's findings that Lbe tone nt 45 Hz was
elmvo thu l11reshold of hearing stands in support oP lhe theory
that lnw•frijqUijilCY uuJ.ibla sound exists iil tho vicinity ur w i 11d
lur!Jin~s and could h,1 th11 source of prol.ilems. There is a pos·
sibilily Urn! thesP. nffensfvr. signnl.s r.11n rmly hll fiJ1111cl usi ng
narrow-band Hmilyi;is as Wa lker usetl. Crrnstlrnl bandwidth
fillers 01ny be loo bronc!
• Steven Coopei: [I iti ~rimewhal amazing tha t Cooper's findings
fit this ~it11~li110 so wo!l, H!! foun<l tliat llio peuples' rusponses
correlated to large changes in olectric power, ti.u·bino opi,1•utio11s
hovering a, ountl a cut in ~puecL nn(i lhP, olisulute level of lhe
electric pa,ver l;ieing gcncn\lcd belier than lo the ac11u.slic.; level.
Tabla 1 suppllrts Cooper's findings. Tbe elecLJ•ic power chnngos
gradua lly unlil full powel' is roaclrnd; 1h11 acoustic signature
rises quickly and than becomes a constant. Please nola tnat the
subjects could know when lhe tu rbine was on or off, bul the
cl~t~ in T,1ble l clea rly shMvs lhHt lhet·o is no way to know what
percent of the maximum electric power is being generated frt1111
any data avaLlable ln the subjects. Sn the foct Lhnt the subjects'
respon~eti con·elal~d with tlrn electric pnwHr, which is something tlw ~11bjac:ts could hav,i 1111 way of knowing. IP.nets slrong
support to Cooper's 6..nding;. The a(;oustic data during "lnrgc"
transitions in perr:enl nf full eler.LJ'ic: powP.r should be analyzed,
since ii could b<! 11 pnlttnlial sourr.o of probhlms.
• '!'he Enargy Company. C.l!!ndy, 1l woo Id bo nice ta bavo lnwtwor·
Table I. fka,it.' P"'¥rr (kWJond acou;:tir ,1.,w•/~bt~d potver level (r/81 lmt!,
usfi,nr:llwl< 11I II'~ /11l~<J.

Wind Spe!'d
ID m

111/.<

~ih?r.rrh~i lv

G,1ni,n1tctl, k\V

Perconl ot'

Ar.011s!kal Power

Full l'nwer

l.evol, A-weighteu tlD

'i4

3"
<I

83

5

217

!l

6

,j,jff

to

7

1·rn

:to
45
O>!

95.5
100.5
103.0
100.a
107.5
107.5
l07.5
107.!j

8

II ~3

9
10

l1l04

20 13

02

11

~3~1

9'.J

107.5

J?.

Htl7

91

,a

!500

LOO

107.5
107.5

H

t500

100

107.~

'J.5 w/~

ro, ulai lttf

pawor; 3,11 ml., !'or Amtlsllc power.
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thy w11Clrm,1llu11 of this 111mlysis. l'v 1fol,1. Lim powttr c,,,i1 p:111y ,,l
Shirl1:y li~s nnl giV1!n 1111y r.l,:.11· dalH 11n !hP. a,:tuu! µowar gunor1lled (or uny olh<!r physic:nl pHra111ul11t'S, such as lilarlc rp111, wind
sp11ud, OI rli r111;tio11) l\,1 any time duri111; n11r mttasutomenls.
So wa ar1• li111itod lo Ulii i111lin1t:l 1111Alysis of n~limating a large
rhan.ge on lliu basis of n 1 dU a~oustic r.honge.
Tllis all suggests lhal the Shirley signals would lie 5lighlly luu
low tn trie:gw· tMs chui11 uf rm1c;li1J11S. T(li:1·11 are at ltm~I two possibilities. One possibility is lhat there am other uuJi:.c1Jvered
mechanisms and pathways. 1\nother possibility is thal lhn ar.ousLit li,vi,I io Ligh~t' 1lta11 "'" 1110>1sure,l. UP.cause we 111uusurnd on a
quieter d□y \Ve do not know. Lec~uso \vO do nut hnve tho pliysica.l
parnmAlers, Brur,e W.1lker suggests tbat snffidenlly high l!lvHls
Gxi~t nl s/Jm~ wind fnt•ms. Kessler's ralotiv~ly cons tant measured
doto suggests we nrc not al □ lo"' powor. So it sec111s lliis is annlhP.r
cun11norum, but again this is a needless problem that the pow~r
cnmpnny r.ould snrl out.

Analysis and Hypothesis Development
Point 1: S11ggnsts looking fu1• sometlilng in tl1P. 40-5n Hz range
possible "culprit."
Puinl 2: Suggests tha t lhe eleclrir: power bel,1g genornted is
n very imporlunt ptu11mnt1Jr lo a person's response. /\s T,ible 1
shows, Lhfl acoustic output is more or l,:~s c:onslunl over II wide
range of wind speeds, but the electricnl powor being generated ts
changing wilh winrl speed. It is trna Iha! the subject~ in Cooper's
study could hav~ koown when Uw sot1nJ. h1mcu the winrl farms ,
were lt1rning 011 and nrr. but U1ey would huve 110 way of knowing
th~ ~lectric pr1WAI' from the acoustical signal. This lends strong
support lo Cooper's results.
Paint 3· Suggests th«t them is a soun;e of low-rrequoncy audible
sound thal i, proclucod each Lime a blade passes the support tower
(or the lo,v poin t or aach blade during each revolution). The wind
turbloe hlaJos nn~ so thnl tlrn hlad0 lips r.111110 r.loser to lli« sup·
par! tower (the Oei- lncreas~s) ns the electric power hei ng generut!!d inr.reases. The reversa ot:curs as the power Leing g,meratet.l
decreases; the flex d~craascs aud tho miuimum dislan~e betwe,111
Ilic. support prilo and lhP- hl~tlo tip iu~roasos. So, lhis partir:11lar
sound increases and dccrcosr.s in .sloµ wilu changes in lhe elcr.Ll'ic
µower btiing generated
The physic~! 111ecl,~n\srn that is at work hei·e is the san,a as a
stick or polo placed in a river, Tb~ pole repruso11L~ on object that
,:an disrupt Lhij ri:gular Dow, There is a big wake downstream as
eveiryborly knows, h~l if one e;<.arnines lhe situation o little
more closoly, you realize that tl1ore has to he prosRurn reflected
upsttmi.,n off this plllll in llLH river, and that causes sonw distur•
b~ncr. upstro~m. Tho clnser rinu i~ lu the pole, tirn ~lTongcr the
upslroaru roflcclion effect is. Much th e same is happening with
-th~ wiotl lurblotl. As the blade gets closor ta the supporl lower,
it get~ into more or lhi~ 11pstn:11m <listurbauce.
In summnry, lhel'e is a sound source ihal produces luw-frequcmcy
pulsos at lhe blade passage frequency, and the sound fovel of
the source goos up and dawn in accorda.nce 1vith tho aiuo11nl of
electric power being gene!'111ed. The facts in this analysis inclir.ale
Lhal this shmtld bu studiQd furtJ1er, sin(!e !his rrrny b~ nn i ni pnrtan I
factor in the community rcspon:;e - bnth Annoya nc:o and othor
physiological ~(feels. Mornovcc, the fact tlJnt this suund sourcP. r.An
be c1rnlmllecl hy th.i npernlur ttJ snme degrne, gives some promis~
to nur ahillly ln mitigate or eliminate lhls problem.
Tho hypothesis is lhnt thoni is a [ruqunncy that will br. chara,:terislic of a specific blad~ aod ma.tll.liaclur~,. thal bns,!d on t(Jr,
cliset1~sioo :it ASA appears to be in Lhe 25-60 Hi. range. This lone
mollul>lleilat t Hz causcis a re~~tion in al leasl so111e people. Th.is
potential phenomenon should bl3 oblt1 lo be tested in a varioly
of ways, most of thflrn qnir.kly and inexpensively.
as our

Suggested Test 1
Diary Test. l Isi ng a di•n·y ~turly. Ol)l' 1;oul1l ask rn:spunflont.~ trt
keep the following information:
• When they are at home aod awake,

• The limes when lhcy Ceel a sensation causod by lhe wind lltr·
binfti;.
wwv,.SnndV.con,
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the past decade are amplitudo·moJulated broadband noisu and
q11asi-p~riodlc '"tlrnmps" gerrerat,,<l by iulcrnction hP.tweon rotor
blodos and support lowers. Tho focus uf this review is Llw !altar,
which is most commonly idc□tIBed as wind lw·bine infrasountl
(WTIS). 111 111 ndrirn l11rLinus, the lime sea lo of this disturbance
is on the order 1 second. I !owevur. tha details nf thr. ind! vid ual
dl~lmlmncu ovonls Rppear ICI hold !he key lo whelher or not WT!S
results in human response
0

Hs

s;o

~ SI

S58

d.SII

s~

"~"

S,tsi

582

Se:l

5~

56~

F1gut8 5 (u/ Computed varlu/1011,, i11 SPl {rum 11 f1ve-tur/Jirw 11rray wltlt
1mcq11ul rotolion ru/~5 re/U/ive lo im·ohenml resull; /bl e,~pa11Slon of lurg•

e.<I peak.

• rf so. how strong is the sensation?
Tbis informa tion could b<: rolatcd wiU1 eloclric power grinP.raled
un<l oilier physical paramators.

Suggested Test 2
Respo.use Comparison. Them are certainly somr. rin tn lhat can
be examined that were galhe.rl.lrl in conjuncLion with pooplos' rn•
~p1J1u;c,i. Hupefully, tho Coopor dala will show it speci61.: tones in
this region arc present, how strong lhoy aro. and how they compare
witb the peoples' responses.

General Tests
The two following tests are morn general and wou ld ,,id in un•
derslanding the phenomenon we are dealing with.
• Di n:ct Human 7b.~ling. Direct human testing could bo done in
lab,m1lory and fiold sr~lling.• b11I, a.5 ha~ beou (,J~llfiad Lo. lhere
may be a period of Li ma for tho symp toms tn inr.uhnle. A good
starl on this is underway al the University of Minnesota,
• DirP.c:l Animal T11~ting. I\ cat or g,ri noa pig's ear couJd bo used
lo lest for rnaclion to wind turbine nois~!. Monitoring could he
duno on the nerve 1.hal emanates from the otolith and frnm the
nerves emanating from the each.lea as a fum:tion of wind turbin e
sou rid amplitud~ both 11bove and b'IICJw th" tluesholcl of hoar iug.

Opinions and Recommendations of Bruce Wal ker
Modorn large wind Lurbines produca pressure Uuctuatlo ns as
Lhe resLLII o t' a varie ty o f mechanisms. The time sc~les of thcsP.
fluctuations range from miuuta~ lo millisecood6 (conversely the
frequr.ncy scales rnngn from millihertz lo ki lohertz). Two aspects
of wind turbino noise that hove rnceivod signifir.an t ullentinn over
\WIW.SancJV.<;orn

Modeling
There has been a templa.lion lo model WT[S using Lbe same
Lechaiques as for modeling nudil,le so11nd: summation of spectral
sound pressw·e squared from mult.iple po[nlsourccs. Al Wiucl Turbine Noisu :w I l ,5 the modeling issue wos addressed by obser11alion
that Lnc wavo[orms of WTIS wern likely lo bo deterministic and
therefore add coherently, so thnt the more correct modeling would
be sumrnalion of time -domain sound pressures and subsequont
c:omput:1Lio11 of p,mk and uvemg,J sound press1.u·e ltwels.
For multiple lu rbinn inslnllalions, th is would produce n wide
rnnge of potential outcomes, depending on the relative synchronization of lhA lurbinAs. Figure 5 shows a hypothetical rnsull for
five turbines turning al rnndom spaeds over a nurrow rdngc. Fur 11
few minutes over a six-hour simulnlion period, pm1k luvels over
10 dB above the SPL predicted from prcsstt.rij•Squared rnmmlng
wora ,incount11n1d RP.r:Hptcm; ax posed to this momentary period of
enlta::iced pulsalion levels could be highly annoyed or aw,Jkened
by ii. while enf!Jrr.,rntenl perso11ncl Lllighl measure for hnur< :ind
never witness it.

Measurement
There has been a temptalion l.o meamim INTIS using lhe sa11t~
techniques as fur measuring audible sound: lime-averaged weighted
lavels and power spectra. Typical field measu,·oment results aru
similar to those s hown i11 Figtll'e 6 acquired a few h1111dred melers
from a 2-3 MW range tu.rbi no. Spe1:lra I pen ks are seen at several
multiples of the 0.75-Hz b!ado-passing frequency. The .~ound pros•
sllro lev<ils 11t uui.:h of these peuks is for below the genernlly nc:cepted
sensn lion thresltold.
However, Lhe putative blade/tower interaction genesis of I.he
Wi lS would suggost that t!rn actllal ar,ottslic signal would bP. a
sequence of rnlatively narrow pulses. Furthet·, tho unsletH.liness of
rota lion speed wu11ld caustt nigher barmonic conlanl of the signal
lo migrate among c:oovention~I PSD analysis bins and appear as
broadband nois,~.
5n111 11NNtVEASAR'I ISSUE 39
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Figure 9 Sliaft-arder spectrum far wnvi, s/,o,M in Figurfl Ii
A t Low frequency Noise 2012, 6 Wind Turbiur. Noise 2013 7
a.nd ASA 201 ·l,8 methods were described for capturing the wavij
form emitted hy large wi.nd lurloines by syuchrouous sampling
and ensemble aver-Jging sev~rul-m in11te recorded samples from a
U,ree- and four-microphone array. Thcsr. rnearnremenls confirmed
that the emitted infrasoUJ1d was confinr.rl to less than I0% of the
blade-pass pP.r iod, as shown in Figure 7. One sel of m ensurement;;
suggMlcd that tlrn phase of rho TTPF sigmil component d ~pended
Ort azimuth, as showu in Figure 8. The algoritlt111s u~ed to simulate
synchronous sampling left too much rr.sidual jitter to retain lime
resolution betl11r tJ,~11 appro;,;im~tely 50 rns.
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Syn thesis
t\n eli,clro-nc,mstic syst~m
11'as nssc,nblcd starting in 1 01 ~
l t 1 sy11th~~ize p" riodic sigrmh
with funtlarnent,1I frequenc y
0.8 [ 1z nn<I up to 65 harmoni~s
in a residenlial bedroom. A
photo of tho s yslem is shown
in f'igurn trl. and a ,;,;hemn tit:
nf lb ~ lest farility iq sh ow n
in Figu rn 'I l. T hrae !8-i11c h
"woofers" a.re driven by a DC·
Figurv lO lour.lsµuukurs for WTTS coupled. 300-watl nmplifiar,
3
synt.hr.si., /11 4.1 m test room.
11
excil~c 1y Fow·ier-synthesizau
waves from 1'3-bil. D-to-A co,wortors. A SP.r.ond loudspeAkor ca11
pmvidosynchronizncl amplitude-modulated. Dopplijrizcd, audible
sound if desired, i\11 inf111s11111u.l microphone is suspended auove
the eval\1alor's head. The system was dr.scribed ia d,1tail at Wind
Turbine Noise. 2015. 9
Spcclra corrcsµonrling lo v~riaUons on thal shown in Figur~ 12
were prosc ntcd lo a variety of volunlcors at l~vels extending to ap•
proxim~tely 15 d l:l above I.hose reported from field measurements
Ila.rmo,lic phasos wurtl atljustocl lo fllilximize or min im ize signal
crest factor and signol peak slope. ff tho upper limit or spectral
conlenl was 20 F-l:r. or below, no evalualor reported any sensation.
With the upp er limit exlunded to 32 Hz and ll18 level nbovo 20 Hi
spectmlly uniform, one evaluator reported siga.ifi.cuul uneas~ after
a fnw min ul(!S exposure. Subsequenlly, lb.is evalu;itur reported
11J1easc when exposed only lo amplitud,1-modt1l;il1!d audible sound.
rn 20 l ~. Hansen et al., 10 obtained field nrnasurnment duta tliat
rlisplnyod p oriodic spoctral deta il thtH exlijndeil to above 50 ll:t.. a,s
shown in r,'igurc 13. At ASA 20 14 nnd Wind Turbine Noise 2015,
l'almor 11 showod cmrnlalions of resident response lo [lOarby operations of turbines 1hnt dupnndud on rAs!dm1t posi lio ns insid1-1 rooms,
This s1188eStijcl the posslbility that the residents were affec ted l,y
sou11d of frequency high enough lo excite room resonnnt;es, typically 30-40 f-17. nod above.
Thu l!a11Sl:11 da tn w,-,rn nnnlyzeJ extensively and r~sults presented in Wind Turb ino Noise 20 l:l. IZ All spectral lines were
soparntod by the turbine BPF, hul i n somo raugos. the aclu~ I
frequencies wore not axact mu ltip le:; of BPF. The mechanism for
g•mnraling such a spectrum could be briol' l.tmsts or rn ricl111nical
resonance onco per· bladtl p~ss or llJe affoct of mu lliplo lurbi.nes al
slightly different spocrls. The speclrn wert1 forced into a barmonic
series and synthesized for evaluation. Ber.au;~ tl1e re)1orted power
sµcctrn la~k"d phase in formation, aH harmonics ware assumed to
be at zero phasfl siruultnn,:ously
Response
Threshold, anaoyance nnd slijep interference were iaJ'orrnally
invesligalod using the full Hausen spr.clrum, thon wilh high-pass
filleri ng al 20 and 30 Hz aud fi nally with low-pass f:i lte6ng al 20
Hz. fa sun1111ary, high-pass fi ltering had 110 effect o n any parametor,
and low-pass Bllcl'ing cesultad in no response, ev!!n will, 10 dB
exag.i::orated levels.
ThP. resnlls of these informa l losts were prescnl«d a l Wind
Turl,i11n Nois~ 2.01 5. wi th admonition that they reprosont small
saJ.Uµlcs and rnlulively bridf ( Ill minultis to 2 homs) uxposure. Jt
was recommend er! Lh111 morn oxten$iva similar !11vc8lit::atio11s be
tinderla.ken.

Follow-Up
During Wind Turbine N11is.i 2015, and d iscu.~slous wilh coauthors. it appeared lhat tho Hans,111 spectrum could be approxi 111atod hy a uniform BPF hn.rmonic serios , weighted by a , in(nf/18)/
(Jtftl8) shape funcU11n.
The resuh.i □g wav~s and spectra are shown in FigUies l<l-16.
Plgure 16 demonstrates 1J1at once oach blade-pass period, !he sig•
nol hnl'mnni,;s from the third spcr.trnm lubll may constructively
combine. producing a periodic "thud" that at leve ls just .sligh tly
above hearing thresh,ild, pro1h1ces an illusion of infrasound that
is dAvou:l of actual infra~n nic mwrgy. Note that nP.u 45 Hz, lh~
www.Sar.e1V.com
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ma.dmum SPL is J:J dO abova L. • sn a me~sured spectr~l "hump"
11
!lint appeared to be well below threshold co\\ld easily produc;e
a11dible "thumps" lhat would be mistaken for infrasuund. Tlui time
betweun I.he nugativuamJ pDsitive peaks in the full-spectrum wave
is 0.05~ seconds, in whicb limo tho rotor blade lip would trave l
•!.6 met~rs at 84 rnps tip speed. This seems reasonable for the approximate wirllh of the support tower or its bow wAke , supportin8
blade/low1.1r inttl1·ac tion as a ge1iesi.s 1m:c ha11ism.
/\rt observation from Llte idoaliz..id spectrum shown in Figure
U is that the pha~cs of th,? componenls in lhesecond IDbe woul d
be reversed relative to the first an<l third lobas. This dP.lail was
not followed lt1 perception testing. In Figurn 15. tlie effect of the
phasu ravers.1I 011 the composite waVfJform is displayed. The crest
faclor and wave "shnrpness" are clearly increased with the second
lobn phase properly reve.r,serl. When rnprnd11r.ad 11 l 10>< fro11uAn~y
~'VW"H.SandV.com

11•1'

JO

I

l5
10'
Fr,q.Jn:y. H2

Figun: 14. Sf)t'(;/n,n, of.si11(.t}/.•<-1~eighrctl BPF' hum,anics,

ou loudspeakers, llw properly phase-rcversetl signal is dislincily
rnoro impulsive sounding. The effect o n perception al full-scale
frefluency is currently being exp lored.
Summary and Collective Recommendations
Disclaimer. Tho preceding sections are tho sole and exch,sive
work of eacb author. Thern has been no attempt at Adi ting or reachi rig agreement among authors.

Areas Identified for Needed Practical Research
Simulation. Walker hc1:; d>1monslrated that w iml lurbfoo infrn50rh •NNrVERSAlW rssuE

41
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Discussion and Collective Concluslon
None of tlvise opi nions anrl recorumondalion.~ ,i nswP.rs the posed
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l'igure 11. Typir:,1/ spectrum fmm a largP., 111ud~m. • 3-MW wind turbinl!.
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and pulsed LF'N, whicb may be upper harmonics of th e

fnfrasound pulsalions, can be nrn lhem,1liC111ly defined, duplica lP.d
nnd simulat(!d with loudspeakers for subject evaluator tasting. A
moro formal nrrd expanded sot-up, perhaps al a Lmh-ersity w ing
student volunteers exposed to both low aod high levr.ls co1!1d eslalilish the th.res hold of perceplion for both sl,iady and pulsP.d LFN
for the parti cu lar ant.I uniq110 sourr.,.! L1f ~nvironmental 11ois,1 from

42
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wind turbines, Sludi85 in Ibis area are µrogressing in AustJ·:iJia,
Su.rvcy of Wind TUl'bu1c Project~ Participating Rr.sidcnts. Landowners who lAasu their land for wind twbine installations may ex•
pnrience sound levels wol I iu (ixcus~ of proposed Llm!ts for normal
siting pruclices and experience highe r levels lhan nonparticipating
neighbors. Tlrnre ~hould be an abso lu tu wealth of information to hP
IP.anwd from thos!I re.~id~nl.~ Cllllected by a wel l-dosigno,J 11~tio1J~I
survey. Such a survey musl have the complete cooperation an,J
possiblospousorship fro111 Um lllduslrios' n~tiunu! roprnsentative.
AWEA [American Wind Energy Association] in America and others
tlirougliout llit< wnrld. Tli~ aullwrs wuuld likA lo s11sgestqueslions
lo any study Learn,
J\'oise So urce Redt1.ction, Tbe designers and suppliers of wind
turhfnes musl make a con tinued and concerted effmt to rerluce
noise. omissions Crom theit turbine designs. Red,,ctiuns cau IJc
accomplished by a combi.nalion of bladH d~sign and oporationa.l
soft warn. A u11!versal ,fosign goa l bnsr.d on mensurable ostabl i~hed
standards (IEC-61-1.00] for sound power level would encourage
these efforts .
Pt1rc,iptlon Tes ling. Schomer suggcsls pathways that coul, I support some test llml lngs in America and Au.~tr:ilta that suggeslfrom
statistica l cor relation that some residents cou ld perceive wind
l11rLi11e operation and/or operational cha11gus wiU10ut benefit of
sight or audibil ity. 1\ detailed disc uss ion is offered oo praclical
perccplion tosting tlrnt coulrl d is r.ovcr something unknown to
us at this time and is highly recomn11mded for lmp!Anl!mtallon.

question: docs [Lf'N from wind turbines make p eople sick? [l is
abundantly obvious thal intense ad\'llrse response occurs at certain sites. Realistically, it is not even possible lo answer the posed
question to oil parties' sntisfec tion with practical research, For
e.x amples, a direct link to adverse health effects from yesterday's
tobacco aml today's excesssugnr can be denied forover. bec:ause any
rnsea1-cl1 that could f!Clu~lly proVP, ~ link to all parties would take
longer th.~n fo rovar and would be totally impractical, The wind
farm industry must accept that there are enough worldwido sites
th~I emit exc~ssive wind turbine noise resulti ng in scvijra adverse
comn111nily respons..i to adopt anrl adhern lo a r easo nabl e sound
l,ivt1l limit policy. LibllvisP., wiorl form opponents must nr.cepl
reasonable sound Limits or buffer clistaoce lo the nearest turbine ool pie-in-the-sky limits to destroy lhe industry.
The A-wijigh ted sound level is common ly used for assessing
ouisA from wind fari11.s as wf!ll a~ rnr1.~l all uth,,r large pnwor gnntlra·
www·.SandV.cam
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ti1111 far.ilities. E'ach autboc h11s been recommending the fol lowing
limits for wiml form noiseemisstoru; for years: Hessler•a-10 dBt\
dusign g1111!, 4!\ dUA mox limit: Leventha l\ - 4ll dBi\: Sch om e,· H5-39 dU t\ ; and Walker - 4 fi dBi\ in high n111hio11 l areas but low or
in lower u,rn Amhioul !or.oles. '!'he authors bavo gcn11rally fn11nd
th:H wind fmms designed to ,1 level of 40 dOA or~ bil lower nl
nonpmlicipating residttntlal nic:eptors have an c1ccapta ble corn111unity rc:apo11so. Surveys ol wind farm sitos for a decade have
consistently s hown guod slali6lical correlation betwaen winrl
farm uui.s•~ luvul r.misslons and the percenlRgB or highly annoyeJ
residontial rccop tms (% HA).
Tba questio n a rises if~" /\-w eighted criterion R Ion~ is ad~qual!l
to prolel;t rar:ap lors from i.ofrasound (tS), I.P'N and pulsud Ll-'N
shown to bl: present in large wind lurhin0s. rigure 1 7 plots the measured spectrnm from a lypir.~J, nominal. 3-lv!W wind lurbine plus
1110 most t:ummonly used overall l~vels. Infl'asound (IS). the h.lghoJSt
ovarall lovel, is calcu lated by summing the hands 1· LG Hz (0.7-22
7abfo 2. M11.Yimu111 n//nwable C-weighted sound level, LCeq, at residemiol
uret1s to minlmfw infrasouud noilen111/ v/lJJvlion p rablt:ms.
Norma I Suburbau/Vr~u 11

Rcsldr.11tlnl Areas.
D.iytimc R•-sidual Lvvul,
L•• > ~o ctu,\

rnternllltant J oy-only
or ~entnnal so11rce.

Very Quiel Suburban or
Rurlil ResiJenl.ia l Areas,
IJayt imo Resi((uol Level,
L0 0 > 40 dBt\

70

66

65

1\11

npamt1011

Collective Conclusions
Our analysis ii luslrnli,s that a 1vind turbtu~ i.~ not a r.lassic LFN
source; Lbal is, one witb excessive low-fr~quency spuctral c1mlen l.
Bu t ,1 wind turbine is a uniqm, power-generating source with ~pP.,;tr;d c:0111!,nl down to llio 1-Hz octave bal1Cl, emllU ng measurable JS
in a.ddiLion lo t..r-N. !ufmsound [!S, 0-20 Hz) from wind t11J'hi11Afi
r.,111 ,tl111nsl he r11lt:!I 0111 a.-. a polentfol mechanism for slimulatiuo
motion sickness symptoms. Bt1l lo be thorough and completu,
recommend that one o r two relat ively simple and relatively inr.xpur1slvc sludins ho conducted to be sure no infra.sound pathways to
Ibo brain cxis l other lhan lhrough thu cor:hleil. Ponding Iha rcsul(s
ol' thr.~,i studies, we fee l that 110 othu r IS or L.FN r.ritP- ria am requiJ•i;d
lmycmd Hll at:t:upLalJl1e /\-weighted level.
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